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Music In the nukiii
A local band spills the pills on pursuing a
career in Ihe competitive world of music.

■ Pat) 17

■ Pa* 13
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IwimlM law wi 1 tiiilw

TJtf editor-m-chief of HIGH TIMES magazine
and a Drug Enforcement Agency veteran
agent debate the legalization of marijuana.

Red-shirt senior John McLaren and senior
Jessica Holm Dahl look to lead Ihe men s and
women's swimming teams this season.
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Students
denounce
proposed
tuition hike
BY KKIMI-N GRKLN

contributing writer
As Gov. Mark R. Warner
prepares to announce budget cuts for all state colleges
and universities, JMU student leaders are building
opposition
to DudVMf
tuition hikes.
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At what point do outof-state students
determine it's just not
worth it?
-Matt Gray
SC A president pro temport

99
"I personally oppuse
tuition increases, and I will
work doggedly to encourage
my fellow student senators to
oppose them also." said sophomore Matt Gray, president
pro tempore of the Student
Government
Association.
"We're talking about tuition
increases every semester. At
what point do the out-of-state
students determine it's just
not worth it?"
According to Gray, there
will be a special session of
the Board of Visitors in
November at which they
may vote to raise tuition to
offset all the budget cub
made by the governor. Gray
said students will be encouraged to rally at the meeting,
even if the meeting is a
closed session.
set TUITION, pageS

SGA debates
midyear
tuition hike
at meeting

BY JOHN LOVEJOY

contributing writer
One weekend every October,
Harrisonburg swells in size to
accommodate the vast number
of parents who visit their chil»
dren at JMU. Their coming pnv
vides a surge in the local economy and lor the hotels, restaurants, and shops.

BY JENNIFER O'BRIEN

SGA reporter
The Student Government
Association discussed its
opposition to a midyear
tuition increase at its weekly
meeting Tuesday night.
Saying he plans to lead
the student body in combating a possible midyear
luilion increase, MBlOf
Andrew IXidik, student representative to the Board of
Visitors, was the senate's
keynote speaker.
Because of the current
budget dehat. l-ov Mark K.
Wamer has proposed cuts to
university
funding
statewide. All departments
within all universities turned
in budget cut proposals that
explained how they would
handle a 7,11 and 15 percent
cut. The governor is scheduled to announce the initial
funding reduction during a
statewide broadcast speech
Oct. 15. JMU will announce
what its tuition rates for next
semester will be by Nov. 13,
according to Dudik.
Dudik told the SGA the
Board of Visitors expressed
concerns about the budget
cut and possible tuition
increases during Friday's
meeting. "We had [cuts] of °
percent last year; we can't
really afford another one,"
Dudik MM
According to Dudik. the
student body has to act now
to oppose the possibility of a
tuition hike.
Dudik said he plans "to
contact each and every board
member to discuss the tar* »e.
If it does come to the point
MORGAN RR\tt JViiffphotoirupher where a decision has to be
Sophomow Senator Kail* Frtond (right) «ngagM SGA't ctobat* about propottd tuition MkM.
SAT SGA, page 5

Olympic trainer shares story

HlgfcM
Law: S3
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Saturday was
significantly
more busy.
—TimFoearty

manager. Outback Slcalhousc
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Senior Nick Lombardi, who
works at Spanky's restaurant,
said he "would make money
hand over fist" during Parents
Weekend. The restaurant
made nearly double for a normal weekend, according to
manager Kim Liskey.
The Saturday of Parents
Weekend is the busiest day of
the
year
for
Outback
Steakhouse. according to manager Tim Fogarty Fogarty said
it is buster than both graduation and Homecoming. In fact,
Fogarty said, "Saturday was significantly more busy" than
Parents Weekends of the past.
According to Fogarty, Outback
did 40 percent better than it dot's
on an average weekend
throughout the rest of the vear.
Parents weekend is the most
profitable weekend for the campus bookstore, according to
manager John Rheault. The
bookstore makes nearly 50 percent more than other weekends,
he said. The bookstore sold
more computers this Parents
Weekend than it ever had
before, Rheault said.

Fraternity holds clothing drive

Women's basketball trainer speaks to Pre-PT Society
BY KIT COLLINS

\M1 I'UlksoN

i Konin apaaka to Pre-PT.

contributing writer
The Pre-Physical Therapy
Society hosted its first guest
speaker of the year — an
Olympic trainer — Tuesday.
Gina Konin, the Olympic
trainer of the 19% VS. women's
gold-medal-winning basketball
team, shared some of her experiences with students interested
in the physical therapy/sports
medicine field and showed
some of her mementos from the
Olympic Games. Konin is the
wife of Pre-PT Society sponsor
and athletic training mpdeel

professor Jeff Konin.
Gina Konin showed a brief
Vidao dip that highlighted some
of the crucial moments of the
Olympic basketball games in
Atlanta, Ga. "Being a part of the
Olympics had always been a
dream of mine," Konin said,
"When I visited my brother in
Colorado years before, we took
a tour of the Olympic Training
Center. I remember standing
outside next to the Olympic
flags thinking, I'm gonna be
there some day'"
After playing college basketball at South Dakota State

University, Konin attended the
Medical College of Georgia, where
she became a licensed physical
therapist and certified athletic
trainer. In the yeais that followed,
she said she received numerous
certifications and underwent a
four-year, highly competitive
process that led her to the Atlanta
Olympics. Three months before
the games began, Konin became
the official Women's Basketball
Olympic trainer
"Those firet two weeks were
really intimidating," she said.

CHRIS TASSA/o»»n/».«.u ,*. H

see TRAINER, page 5

CARE promotes sexual assault awareness
'Rape is not Sex' creates awareness of campus assaults through dramatic presentation
BY BRITT MOULTON

Rape is not sex.

ICaapua Aaaault Reeponas'e annual presentation]

M.3 percent of wan who are eaxually aaaaultad
know thalx attacker.
49.5 percent of eexual aaeeulta that happen occur
In the attacker'a hone.
».7 percent of JMU iirian who are eaxually aaaaultad
will be attacked by the aaaa man acre
than once,
one in four woawn will be the victla of rape or
attempted rape by the tine they eraduate
oolle«a.

SARAH STANn7/ira/*ri rtot*

contributing writer
Campus Assault ResponsE
held its annual "Rape is Not
Sex" presentation in GraftonStovall Theatre Monday in
efforts to create a heightened
awareness of sexual assault on
college campuxa.
"The main goal of this presentation is to create a greater
awareness of sexual assault and
that it does occur at JMU," said
senior Fnca Walter, CARE's
presentation
coordinator.
"However, we did a couple
things different with this year's
skits. The campus scene is different — last year we used a party
theme — but this year we used a
campus theme and we also used

statistics that are hue for JMU."
CARE is a student run organization committed to helping victims of sexual assault. Operating
24 houis a day through a pagervoicemail system, trained members provide resources, referrals
and crisis intervention to persons
directly or indirectly affected by
sexual assault.
Hillary Wing, associate director of sexual assault prevention
at the women's resource center,
started the presentation by saying, "One of the saddest comments I get from students is .. 'I
sat through a program like 'Rape
is Not Sex,'but I kept thinking it
wouldn't happen to me' or "Yes,
I heard you speak. Hillary, during August orientation for first-

year students, but that only happens to someone else. I can't
believe it would happen to me.'
Well, it does happen, and it happens frequently around this
campus and many other campuses' across the country."
Throughout the presentation,
CARE members along with
members of One in Four, an allmale organization dedicated to
decreasing the incidence of rape
and sexual assault, performed
various skits, which voiced individual human rights and portrayed the struggle and recovery
of sexual assault victims.
In one skit entitled "Campus
Scene," students acted out typical college social scenarios, while
other students announced sexu-

al assault statistics like: "94.5 percent of women who are sexually
assaulted know their attacker,"
"49 5 percent of sexual assaults
that happen at JMU occur in the
attacker's home" and "One in
four JMU women will be the victim of rape or attempted rape by
the time they graduate college."
In response to the presentation,
freshman
Laura
Henderson said, "1 actually
thought that the presentation
was kind of sad, just to know
that one in four women are sexually assaulted."
For more information about
CARE, contact Walter at
walte2ea or attend CARE's
weekly meetings Wednesdays
at 9 p.m. in Taylor 311.
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DUKE DAYS EVENTS CALENDAR
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 10

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 13

• Praise 4 W«.r-hip .it ^M p.m. at the BapHst Student Union
I louse < tl the comet of Cantrell Avenue and South Main
Street, .1 block fmm campus.

Visiting scholar lectures on
dalabases m national parks

• Men's and women's club tennis vs Clemson University, 8
a.m. at the UREC courts
• Field hockey vs. Perm State University, 1 p.m. at
Bridgeforth Stadium.

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 11
• Wonu-n ■ socoa »». University of Delaware. 7 p.m. at
Reeervoir Stoeel field.
• JMU basketball presents Madison Madness 2002 with
men's coach Sherman Dillard and women's coach Bud
Childen at the Convocation Center. Enter to win a student 3pouit ihootout and slam dunk competition by signing up at
UREC today. Tons of prizes and promotions will be given
out and the first 3tX) students will receive a free Madison
Madness T-shirt Doors open at 10:30 p.m and festivities
begin at 11:15 p.m. lor more information, contact )MU athetic marketing at x8-6461.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 12

• Canterbury Episcopal Ministry, Eucharist service at 5 p.m..
followed by a home-cooked meal. The Canterbury House is
located on South Main Street across from the Quad, between
Buffalo Wild Wings and the Zirkle House With questions,
please call 432-9613.

Madison scholar award given

3

Schwartz murder irial begins

3

Graduate school panel answers
questions, informs

3

OPINION

TO SUBMIT A DUKE DAY EVENT:
E-mail Khalil erf Thr Brmt at gorriokp with the information
(event, date, location, contact info, etc.)
Please submit by Friday for a Monday issue and Tuesday for i
Thursday issue.

• PleJd hockey v s. No. 9 University of North Carolina,
noon at Bridgetown Stadium

3

House editorial: JMU bubble'
needs to be popped

6

Veggie-ealer seeks greater variety

6

Pain gets a chuckle

6

'Badvertising' plagues TV.
misleads viewer

8

Campus spotlight: What is the
punchline ol your favorite joke?
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LEISURE
POLICE LOG
Bv SHARON BLEAKNE>

subwoofer from a vehicle in R-2 lot
between Oct 5 and Oct. 6.

WEATHER

Crossword and horoscopes

police log reporter
Non-student Jonathan E.
Broadway, was arrested
with driving under the influence Oct. 8 at
12:52 a.m. at Carrier Drive He allegedly
was involved in a hit and run and apprehended on campus.
In other matters, campus police 'eporl_
the following:
Grand Larceny
A■
Three violas were reportedly removed
from the Music Building between Sept.
19 at 5 p.m. and Sept 23 at 8 a m.
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FOCUS
Today
A nW^sflydfpfs, vehicle was broken into
in R-3 kafbetween Oct. 4 at 8 p.m. and
Oct £ at 1 p.m. A CD/radio player was
reported missing.

A-JMU student reported the removal of
tfS» owners manual, an insurance card
and a registration card from a vehicle in
the A-4 Convocation Center lot between
OcU5 at, 11 a.m. and Oct. 6 at 9 a.m.
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'A flea in her ear"
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A non-student's vehicle was broiUnderage Possession of Alcohol
in R-3 lot between Oct 4 at 10 p.m. an'fj
Akbar A Abyaneh, 19. of Reston. was
Oct 5 at 3 p.m A CD/radio player
i f\ 3Fes,ed ""d charged with underage
reportedly was removed
LO&ssession of alcohol on Godwin field
Oct 6 at 1 am
A JMU student reported the larceny of
an AM/FM CD player, amp and 12-inch
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A JMU Student's vehicle was broken into
in R-2 lot between Oct 3 and Oct. 5 and
the AM/FM CD player was missing.
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John McLaren feature

17

Jessica Holm Dahl feature

17

Swimming and diving
season preview

17

Midnighl Madness preview

17

Football preview

17

Picks of the week
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CLASSIFIEDS

CORRECTIONS

How to place a classified: Come to The Breeze
office weekdays between 8am. and 5p.m.
Cost: $3.00 for the first 10 words, $2 for each
additional 10 words; boxed classified, $10
per column inch.
Deadlines: noon Fnday for Monday issue, noon
Tuesday for Thursday issue.
Classifieds must be paid in advance in The
Breeze office.

Carol Nash is an adjunct associate professor ol
anthropology The head of the department of
sociology and anthropology is Mary Lou Wylie
This Information was reported incorrectly in the
Oct. 7 issue ol The Breeze.
Joseph P Allen IV was the astronaut who
spoke at JMU Sept. 27 This Information
was reported incorrectly in the Sept. 30
issue of The Breeze.

Rockingham Cooperative

Win a Jeep!
(Grand Prize Drawing 12/14/02, No Purchase Necessary,

•irip
tar
Next monthly Drawing November 1, 2002 for

Call me. I can help.

$100 Gift Certificate for:
Buck Knives
One winner from each location!

442-7878
Law Office of Richard G. Morgan
Visa and MasterCard accepted

NO MORE HASSLES!

Complete Rules and Registration box
available at all locations.
Register once each day you are in one of the
Rockingham Cooperative stores.

Sponsors:
Rockingham Cooperative
Tru Value
Mossy Oak Apparel
Alpin Binoculars
Bleu Water Company
American Security Safes

Locations:
Harrisonburg
Bridgewater
Elkton
Timberville
Woodstock
Monterey

Sponsors:
Hartman Motors
Cline Energy
Swift Rifle Scopes
Rocky Footwear
Verstandig Broadcasting
Parker Compound Bows
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- Post-undergrad fears eased

NEWS

Monday's graduate
school panel answered
questions and informed
students on their options.

10, 2002 I THE BREEZE 13

"Whatever one does that has an outcome that will come back to you."
DR. SAIXIE KING

James Madison Scholar award
recipient

Panel answers questions, informs

Graduate school representatives shed light on post-graduation
BY LAUREN YOKK

senior writer
A panel of six graduate
school representatives talked to
a full room of mostly seniors
Monday night.
The panel discussion, sponsored by Academic Advising
and Career Development, gave
a general overview of the different graduate schools, the programs offered, when to apply,
the application process and personal insight on how to pick the
right school and program.

-66When applying to grad
school, look at what
they are offering and
promising you.
— Franceses Reed
Marymoiinl University

The panelists were William
Walker from JMU, Carole Seyfrit
from Radford University, Nancy
Pruitt from the Appalachian
School of Law, Joanne Sax from
American University, Francesca
Reed
from
Marymount
University and Brian Woemer
from Virginia Tech.
A big question for students
was how much time one should

take off between graduation
and graduate school.
Senior Amy Stalknecht said,
"The thought of starting graduate school right away overwhelms me, maybe in a couple
years but definitely not now."
Woerner addressed her concern,
saying, "Having work experience in no way diminishes your
desirability as a candidate."
Walker said it is important to
get as much experience as you
can so you know which type of
program you really want to
study. Woemer also advised students to pick something that
they truly arc interested in, not
lust to go with the hot career of
the moment.
Another big question was
whether a student should go to
graduate school full time or
take classes and work at the
same time. Trie panelists had
varied views on this topic.
Most graduate schools only
give so many years to finish
their programs, said Pruitt.
She said that you only have
four years to get your juris
doctorate from a law school
and the state bar limits how
many hours you can work
while in school. She said if you
go full time, law school can be
completed in three vears
According to Reed, many
physical therapy programs run
Monday through Friday, from 9
a.m. to 5 p.m., so working during the week isn't feasible and

working cm the weekend limits
free time to study or relax.
"Many types of financial
aid are only offered to fulltime students," Seyfrit said. So
if you're depending on financial aid to pay for school, you
might not have the opportunity to work because you'll
spend all of your time in class.
"If you're going to go to school
part time, find one that fits
your schedule," Seyfrit said.

-66
Having work experience
in no way diminishes
your desirability as
a candidate.
— Brian Woerner
Virginia Tech

99
However, according to
Reed, many corporations will
grant tuition remission to
their employees who continue
to work and attend school
part time while working for
their masters of business
administration
Reed concluded the session by saying, "When applying to grad school, look at
what they're offering and
promising you."

DAVE KIM/im«.r(*«..«n»*r,
Representative* from JMU, Virginia Tech, Marymount University, the Appalachian School of
Law, Radford University and American University discuss graduate schools on Monday.
Academic Advising and Career Development sponsored the panel.

Madison Scholar awarded Visiting scholar
trial begins
lectures on national
parks, databases
Schwartz

BY AMIR POONSAKVARASAN

contributing writer

The trial of a former JMU
student charged with conspiring
to murder her father began
Monday in Ixmdoun County.
According to an Oct. 9 article
in The Washington Post, Clara

Schwartz, 20, allegedly asked a
former boyfriend to murder her
father, 57-year-old biophysicist
Robert Schwartz, who died Dec.
8, 2001 at his home.
Clara Schwartz has been held
on charges of murder, two counts
of sotidtatkin to commit murder
and conspiracy to commit murder.
Patrick House, 21, tmtUtti
Tuesday that he and Schwartz
participated in fantasy role-playing called "Underworld," in
which his character was to kill
Robert Schwartz. House Mid
while he thought the conversations were fantasy, he later
became convinced that Schwartz
was talking about real life, the
article said. Prosecutors said she
recruited another friend, Kyle
Hulbert, 18, k) kill her father,
according to article.
Defense attorneys argued
that Hulbert's history of mental
instability caused him to act on
his own, misinterpreting his
interactions with Schwartz.
According to article, Katherine
Inglis. 19, also was associated with
the killing and testified Tuesday in
return for pnsecutors dropping
her murder charge. Inglis still faces
a lesser charge of conspiracy to
commit murder
—from staff reports

The 2002-03 lames Madison
Scholar Award was presented to
pnrfessor of religion Sallie King
nieaday night in the AnthonySeeger Auditorium.
After
receiving the award. King took
the podium where she presented her Madison Scholar lecture
entitled "Justice for All?
Buddhist Activists' Avoidance
of Justice Language."
According to Bill Hawk,
department head of philosophy and religion, every year
each department's faculty
nominates a peer to be the
recipient of the James Madison
Scholar Award. This year King
became the third consecutive
Madison Scholar award recipient within the department of
philosophy and religion.
King will receive many
honors according to Richard
Whitman, dean of the College
Arts and lifters, including a
plaque with King's name on it
in the office of the dean, as
well as a Madison Scholar
replica with the university's
crest on it.
King said her lecture was a
culmination of her recent work
and research in order to determine an answer to her thesis
She said, "I admire the
Buddhists and 1 know a lot of
them personally." She said her
thesis revolved around the idea
of how engaged Buddhists,
who
are
contemporary
Buddhists who have been high-

"Top Five to Survive"

t\
\

lu

m

ly educated in Western studies,
were practicing without the
need for the Western language
of justice.
She said these Engaged
Buddhists are a remarkable y;«'n
cration of non-violent leaders,
and they prtivlde suggestions to
the global community in order
to solve global crises.

beliefs to areas touched by
social conflict including those in
Jerusalem, as well as conflicts
between the Chinese and the
Tibetan people.
Bi DANIELLE MAUPAI
King examined the Buddhist
Madden shared aerial phocontributing writer
reactions to these situations
tos and computer worksheets
across the world. She discovStudents gained a new appre- from her mapping projects in
ered that engaged Buddhists ciation for the technology, time Florida and the Great Smokey
view conflicts between the Jews and effort that go into producing Mountains National Park to
and the Palestinians as one- a map at Tuesday's Visiting illustrate step by step how a
sided arguments.
Scholar Program presentation, final map is produced.
Each side justifies their "Mapping and Analysis of
First, aerial infrared photos
argument as correct, and by Vegetation in National Parks of are taken from large cameras
process of elimination, the the Southeastern [United States]." built into the bottom of a plane
/ like Buddhist beliefs other side is wrong for thinkResearch scientist Marguente Next, photo-interpretation is
they are right. She said Madden shared her field experi- hand-done on acetate on top of
and the whole idea of ing
King said that without first ences with a packed auditorium the photos, adding detail and
seeking justice, peace never of geology classes, personal well- correcting for data accuracy. The
non-violence.
could be achieved.
ness passport students and other last step is editing and attributKing stressed that the students and faculty interested in ing the vegetation information
— Corey Suter
freshman Buddhists believe in the idea of environmental studies and tech- onto the map with digital files.
right and wrong, but to the nology in HHS Building room
extent that neither right nor 3201. Her speech was sponsored
wrong could be justified in by the Visiting Scholars Program
hurting others. Compassion under the College of Arts and
and mercy are nonnegotiable, I-etters. It focused on "demonA lot of the editing that
she added.
strating the use of vegetation
Engaged BuddhLsts instead
Kin>; said. "I enjoyed looking databases for park management goes on after the map is
rely im the fundamental princi- at new ideas as well as looking activities, ecological studies and
finished is to make sure
ples of karma, said King. In its and comparing the western and spatial distribution."
most basic terms, karma is the Buddhist cultures."
In her speech Madden
it is a usable map.
law of cause and effect.
Students, faculty members described the process of apply" Whatever one does that has an and administrators were in ing complex analytical systems
— Margeurite Madden
outcome that will come back to attendance. Many students to the creation of vegetation
research scientist
you," King said.
said they were interested by maps, detailing the location,
The engaged Buddhists that the new notions and ideas that health and species of every
King studied believe in karma King had to offer.
plant within a park's land.
as the natural justice. She said
I like Buddhist beliefs and Madden and her fellow
"This is one the army of
justice is seen as being impartial the whole idea of non-violence," researchers use two main envi- grad students do for hours on
and objective, and impartiality freshman Corey Suter said. "It ronmental study "tixils," GIS end," Madden said. The stuis a high virtue of Buddhism
encouraged me to look outside and global positioning systems, dents identify individual trees
In her studies King said she of the boundaries of justice from GPS, to compile and organize on the photos and in the digital
applied the Buddhist ideals and another perspective."
information into maps.
files to make ground control
She defined GPS as "a sys- points. Audience members
tem that uses a constellation of laughed
when
Madden
satellites and ,i receiver to Irian
enlarged photos onscreen to
gulate positions on the ground." show how tiny and tedious a
Madden explained a GPS is task it is to kvate and match an
The JMU chapter of the
what people now can install in individual treetop in the ran
Association for Women In
their cars to map their location of thousands. "It takes | S|H\ LII
Communication held a panel
and directions
person to do that, she Mid
titled "Top Five to Survive,"
Mary Kimsey, associate proAfter the map is put together,
where five JMU professors In diffessor of geography in the Center aesthetic corrections ,\rv made
ferent communication fields
tor Geographic Infomation tor coloring and labels. "A lot of
shared what they thought are the
Science, said her global issues the editing that goes on after the
five most Important tips for sue
class,
GGEO 200, will be dis- map is finished i* ti t make sure it
ceodlng In their respective field*.
cussing environmental issues in is a usable map," Madden said.
Following the presentation was a
According to Madden, the
the upcoming weeks.
question and answer session
"I thought it would be great finished product looks very
when students could ask quesfor them to hear how environ- much like the detailed geogrations to the panel. Professors on
the panel were SMAD and SCOM
mental issues such as biodiversi- phy maps found in a science
professor Roger Soenksen (left).
ty of a ii.ition.il park are actually book, but the digital informaSMAD associate professor
studied by an interdisciplinary tion embedded in it is much
Dietrich Maune, Business
team of scientists," Kimsey said.
more complex than the what is
Administration Instructor
According to Kimsey, "GIS is shown on the surface
Cathleen Snyder, SCOM assistant
similar to a stack of maps of varSophomore Nicole Ikuirret
professor John Stone and SCOM
ious typos
land-use, water said, It was interesting to hear
assistant professor Deborah
resources, road networks, et how the GlSs\ stem works and
Gaut. JMU AWC, n Its first year
cetera — all in one computer all the hard work that goes into
at JMU, Is a national organization
database for a single kvation. making one simple map thai
that provides networking for stuFor instance. Madden worked we take for granted, the people
dents and professionals In comon the creation of a GIS for the behind it and how many steps
^■baauK... munications.
I I.rglades and is now working it takes.
v. n SONhniair aawpimpai i
on a GIS for the Great Smoke\
Mountains National Park."
jirr KKSKARCH. pa$e4
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Research scientist
focuses on parks,
geographical studies
HI si \RCII, from page 3
The color infrared aerial
photographs Madden UM* CM1
be used to determine whether
a particular plant community
is healthy or sick For example,
green trees are red on the
infrared photo, and a red
shade indicates a plant is
healthy, but a light pink shade
indicates sickness.
Madden explained another
use of the vegetation mar--1~ to
determine different zones for
forest fire management.

-4 6... It was good to focus
on stuff that pertains
to our country
and not overseas.
— Aaron Smilh
freshman

95

She said although some
fires are natural or "prescribed," which means atari
rd purposely for a folMfl
health. "Unfortunately, most
of the fires set are set by people in a park." A vegetation
map can provide park rangers

Callaway Prize winner speaks at JMU
Tuesday night In the Health
and Human Services Building,
Lisa Merrill spoke on "The
Shapes They Wore Onstage:
Spectatorshlp and NineteenthCentury Performances of
Gender, Sexuality and
Nationality." Merrill Is a professor of speech communication
and rhetorical studies at
Hofstra University In New York.
This year she Is also a visiting
professor In the department of
performance studies at
Northwestern University In
Illinois. She has authored four
books, Including "Untying the
Tongue: Power, Gender and the
Word." Her critically
acclaimed book, "When Romeo
Was a Woman: Charlotte
Cushman and Her Circle of
Female Spectators," was
awarded the Callaway Prize for
Best Book In Theatre or Drama
In 2000. Her visit was part of
the Visiting Scholars Program
Lecture Series sponsored by
the College of Arts and Letters.

and fire personnel with fuel
models to predict how hot,
how fast and in what direction a fire might burn
Maddens speech gave students an insight into how geographical studies have developed with technology and are
being used today.
"I thought it was pretty
Informative freshman Aaron
Smith said. "Our whole class
(Geology 200) deals with global
issues but up till now it's been
international issues, so it was good
to focus on stuff that pertains to
our country and not overseas-"
Madden currently serves as
associate director for environmental studies for the Center
for Remote Sensing and
Mapping
Science
at
the
University of Georgia, where
she has worked since 1985. She
is responsible for research in
landuse, wetlands and coastal
habitats and forest vegetation
mapping using satellite image
data, aerial photographs and
geographic information systems techniques, referred to
simply as CIS.
Madden is also a member
of the editorial board of the
International
Society
for
Photogrammetry and Remote
Sensing Journal.

KIKI H<)UJaa0p/uHHmphrr

rOUCE I'JOG. from page 2
Property Damage
A JMU student reported the
back rear window was broken
out of a vehicle in W-lot Oct. 4
between 930 p.m. and 2:30 am.
Dallin T. Swenson, 19, of
Andover, N.J., was arrested
and charged with property
damage in Eagle Hall Oct 5 at
228 a.m. The student allegedly
used a heavy stone ashtray to
break off the comer of a wooden bench.
Non-student Gary W. Bell, 20.
of Brick, N.J., was arrested and
charged with property damage
in McGraw-Long Hall Oct. 6 at
5-29 a.m.

What the dilly yo?
Let Breeze News in on what's happening on campus,
Call Kyra, David and Khalil at x8-6699 or x8-8041,

Number of drunk in public
charges since Aug. 26: 35

JMU MEN'S BASKETBALL

Harrisonburg Baptist Church

TRY-OUTS

Invites you to their Sunday College Ministry activities:
College Sunday School 9:4 5am
Morning Worship I 1:00am
College Chorale 4:00pm
College Bible Study 5:00pm
Fellowship Dinner 6:00pm (Free!)

Monday, October 14, 2002
6:30 pm at the Convocation Center

Cost: $55.00

[rarapoftation avail iblc lor .ill events
Call B.irKir.i Hollowed. Minisur ol Studena

You MUST be a full-time student registered lor a minimum of 12 credits.
Come dressed to play.
Charlottesvitle's Favorite Restaurant
Coming to Harrisonburg

501 South Main Street • 2 blocks north ol campus
433-2456 • wwu.harrisonburgbaptist.com

are LJOU looking to Qive your style?

^

an eddej
,.„t.~n «A~^*K A^. £At >UU miL-^™'

Now Booking
Holiday Parties ~
6 After Hours Parties
Private Banquest Rooms

Call 540-442-8550

ytftom fxwm
Opening October 15
Port Republic Rd and 1-81

Let us help you achieve your best look'
You'll look good, you'll be confident and you'll feel successful!

vi

A shampoo, cut. and style
Starting at 20 °°

Formerly Shenandooh Grille

The 2003 Japan Exchange and Teaching Program
Teach English in junior and senior high schools in Japan
Learn about Japanese culture and people
Gain international experience

433-6400

NOW AVAILABLE AT PLAN 9

TOM PETTY
THE LAST DJ

TOM PETTY HLARTBRLAKtRS

Tom Ptrty And The Heartbreakers art
America's band. Durable, resourceful.
haul working, likable and unpretentious.
they rank among the most capable and clas
lie rock bandi of the last quarter century.
The lirtt album in more than three yeart from
Tom Petty And The Heartbreakera. The Laat
OJ lollowi their 2002 induction into the Rock
and Roll Hall ol Fame, and marki the latetl
chapter in the never-ending story ol one ol
rock i greatest bands

Requirements
1

Have an excellent command of the English language
•Obtain a bachelor's degree by June 30.2003
•Be a U.S. citizen
•Be willing to relocate to Japan for one year
Applications are now available. The deadline for applying is December 5.2002.
For more information and an application contact the Embassy ol Japan. Oflice ol the JET Program in
Washington D.C. al 2520 Massachusetts Avenue. H.W.. Washington. OC 20038.
Call (202) 238-6772/6773 or 1-800-INFO-JET or email: eoiiet8erols.com or eoijelshotmail.com.
The application can also le found at www.us.emb-iapango.jp

*,

ON SALE $13.99 CD

^i|,jfife

ftrea Ml .tin .,. „»„„, Ml ft!, „„ ;„W,M Mlm ,im
!.«.«0 tmm ha tm.it> B>. h„u. C«t M.I, In btltr
i Mill Coin 1 Mum & It. (,, lumii fire aad ■■»!

434-0999
KROGER SHOPPING CTR
1790-96 E. Market St.
Mon-Sit 10-9. Sunday 12-6

NEW & USED
.WHAT A RECORD
STORE SHOULD BE!
S'gnictaiPiins'sWtiUrE.Hi Senfrn
ind Wi Oonl Shir. You Addim1
l«ail •» at cleaevttoaasmc t

WWW.PLAN9MUSIC.COM
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SGA debates midyear tuition hike
SGA, from page 1

MORGAN KmUJuaffplkHotniitliri
Andrew Dudlk, student representative for the Board of
Visitor*, spoke against midyear tuition hikes to the SQA.

made, a special session will
be called to decide on the
matter. What we can do is
pack that meeting."
Dudik asked the SGA to
carefully watch finances, saying, "Every dollar we save as a
student body is a dollar we save
as a university."
He also asked them to keep
an open dialogue between the
student leaders and the student body and to pass a bill of
opinion opposing a midyear
tuition increase.
After his presentation, members of the senate asked questions and voiced concerns.
Several students asked where
the lost money would be made
up if not in tuition and if faculty

Trainer speaks

TUITION, from page 1

TRAINER, from page 1

"The 12 over-six-foot women
definitely tried to size me up
and see what I was all about. I
guess the real turning point was
when the coach jumped on me
for something ... at that
moment, the two team captains
really took me in and made me
feel like I was one of them. I
became a player on that team."
Konin said her experience
with those players, in that
atmosphere, was definitely oneof-a-kind. "I could have any ticket to any Olympic event I wanted to go to, but I don't think I
ever attended anything else
(besides basketball) because I
was committed to the 12 players
on the team ... it was a 24-hour
job." She said she even got to
march in the opening ceremony.
With the fame came a lot of
pressure. "On average, I did
about two to three treatments a
day. Players would knock on
my door at midnight looking
for Aspirin. .., When you're .it
that level, you do whatever it
takes to get the players ready."
Konin said the experience
was worth the stress. "The
girls were phenomenal people

... very polite and held themselves nicely."
Konin showed the students
some of the many valuable
things she acquired from the
"unstoppable team." Along
with three watches, she also
received two rings, one with the
Olympic rings etched in diamonds and one engraved with
the team's 60-0 winning record.
A gold basketball with all the
women's signatures was also a
highlight, along with a "congratulations' letter from tormer
President Bill Clinton.
funior Liz Rorrer said, "She's
awesome .. such a Mlt model,
especially being a fomalo in this
profession." Senior Kandice
Minor agreed. "Gina was very
informative. The fact that she
worked so closely with the players gives me hope for my future "
The Pre-Physical Therapy
Society meets once a month and
gives an outlook on jobs and
graduate school in the field. It
recently has expanded its organization to include community
service and social events. For
more information about the I'rePhysical Therapy Society contact
Jeff Konin at toning.

could lose jobs over the matter.
"I am not rich or anything,
but I am willing to pay a little bit
more to keep JMU's quality of
education high," freshman senator Matt Taylor said.

-64
■—
Last year's tuition
increase really set me
back a lot.
— Katie Friend
sophomore senator

55

Dudik replied, saying, "We
do run one of the best public
institutions in the (United
States], but if we tax these people

too much they won't be able to
afford to come here anymore."
Sophomore Senator Katie
Friend echoed Dudik's concerns. "I speak for all of the outof-state students when I say if
tuition goes up again a lot of
students will not be able to
come back," she said. "Last
year's tuition increase really set
me back a lot. It may be difficult
for me to come back if it rises
again. IfJMU wants tobecomea
nationally known school, they
can't keep raising the tuition
every time then? is a problem."
Dudik said he felt the issue
has not yet been given enough
thought by those in charge of
making the decision. "The
board members really do care
about |MU," according to

Dudik. "Perhaps what the problem is Dr. Rose is telling them
this is what we have to do. I
don't think they have looked
hard enough. Then' has to be an
alternative, there has to be."
Dudik ended by saying there
are currently no plans for alternatives. "Nothing is on the table
right now," he said "I think that
is why we need to take action.
We can't be a scapegoat every
time there is a problem."
SGA Vice President of Student
Affairs Lindsay V^lthcT-Tnornas
reminded the SGA that this was
an opportunity for them to represent the students and encouraged
senators to go out and speak with
their constituents.
No legislation was considered
by the senate Tuesday night.

T\iition increase opposed by student leaders
Senior Andrew Dudik,
student representative on the
Board of Visitors, said, "Matt
and I have spoken about
courses of action to take, and
our goal in SGA is to see what
we can accomplish as a united front ... We would like to
advertise to the board's members that the student body
doesn't want these increases,
to highly publicize the special
meeting and pack the room
with upset students who
have personal stories about
how a tuition increase will
hurt them."
SGA
president
Levar
Stoney said, "We are willing
to do whatever it takes alongside the leaders in our community to make the effort on
the part of the students, be it
speaking engagements, writing letters and whatever is in
my powers to fight this, so
long as we have the student
backing and can all stand
together We will truly be 'All
together one.'"
According to Gray, "This
administration has not led.
They have done nothing but follow. Real leadership would be

In real estate the 3 words are LOCATION, LOCATION, LOCATION,
but in TATTOOS & PIERCING there is only 1 word:

proposing alternatives to tuition
increases, rather than simply
following the example of the
other universities and placing
the burden on the students and
their parents."

-66This administration
has not led. They have
done nothing
butfollow.
— Matt Gray
SGA student pro lempore

-9?
According to Charles W.
King Jr., senior vice president
for administration and finance,
"No one in the administration,
or on the Board of Visitors,
wants to raise tuition. Our
objective is to keep the quality
of JMU's education high but to
keep costs as low as possible."
JMU President Linwood
H. Rose was unavailable for
comment.
King said, "Let me assure all

students that when we are making [a] decision on how to manage these budget reductions, we
will not discount their concerns
about raising tuition and
adding cost to their bill for
attending JMU"
According to Stoney, "I
don't have a problem with
tuition being raised at the end
of the year. But there is some
concern to do so in the mkldlt
of the year, because not everybody at JMU comes from
wealthy families, and some
families are dependent on
financial aid, and we need to
look out for those students."
Dudik said, "There are some
students who won't be able to
come back after the semester,
and some students may be having to pick up jobs or more
hours [at their current jobs] in
order to raise the money to pay
for the tuition increase.
According to King, "If our
budget is reduced in the 11 percent or 15 percent range, we
will have some very hard decisions to make. We will do
everything in our power to
minimize the effect on our academic programs, and a tuition
increase may be one of the

options that we will use to
insure students are able to register for the classes they need
for the spring semester"
Gray said he's working on a
SGA Bill of Opinion, which he
said is the most powerful thing
the SGA can pass. "The bill
needs 10 percent — roughly
1300 — of the students' signatures," he said. "But the school
can choose to ignore something
like that, and no doubt they
probably will."
Freshman Richard Chapin
said, "If tuition increases, 1 will
most likely have to do something like join ROTC or sell a
kidney to cover the extra cost
even though I am paying instate tuition."
King said, "There has been
no decision to raise tuition or to
impose a tuition surcharge. That
possibility is one of several tools
that may be considered by the
university's administration and
the Board of Visitors in meeting
possible major additional
reductions to our budget.
"As soon as we know the
size of JMU's reduction," King
added, "we will evaluate our
options on how we manage the
budget reduction."

(pheasant !%un 'Iozimhomes

REPUTATION,
and that is what the staff of Painted Lady Tattoo &
Piercing have established in the last 5 years!

Front Door Parking, Beautifully Landscaped Yards

m

A REPUTATION for clean work in a professional,
sterile environment at a fair price.

Great Room
A REPUTATION for a friendly, experienced, and
knowledgeable staff.
A REPUTATION for stability-while other shops
have come and gone, Painted Lady has stood the
test of time.

Eat In
Kitchen

Deck or Patio

4 'Bedroom Tozvnfwmes,
Individual Leasts,
and Roommate
Situations available

REPUTATION-thcre is NO SUBSTITUTE!

Pheasant !%un Toumhotnes 111
tJ^aintza Jlaau ^Jattoo
200
c^raiilionuwiq
433-5612
Call for monthly Anniversary Specials

omMruwrv

Open Monday - Friday 10am-5pm
Call 801-0660, e-mail pheasant@pheasantrun.net,
or stop by 321 Pheasant Run Circle
View a map to our location or take a virtual tour on

i®taDfcOn.com
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"We need to ban together and
pop this bubble in which we
so pleasantly reside."

OPINION
HOUSE

JESSON ZAFAR
•M

house editorial, below

EDITORIAL

JMU "bubble" needs to be popped

The majority of the students
at JMU did not grow up in
Harrisonburg and most likely,
the majority of us do not plan to
stay here after graduation. So
why is it that while we are here,
the majority of us only concern
ourselves with what goes on
inside the JMU bubble?
It is the joint blessing and
curse that comes with going to
school that resides in a semi
rural town speckled with horse
farms and farmer's markets,
both of which don't exactly
bring us closer to national news.
According to an Oct. 4 article
in TV Wasltington Post. "Five
people going about prosaic
chores of daily life were indiscriminantly shot dead in a 17hour span in Montgomery
County [Oct. 2-3]."

The buzz on campus certainly spread the word of the news,
but how many people can say
they actually went home and
turned on the news or read the
article in TV Washington Post
the next day?
We need to ban together and
pop this bubble in which we so
pleasantly reside. Yes, those
that go to school in metropolitan areas have it easier (and
harderl than us in that the news
is right in their faces. The news
outside their classrooms and a
short walk from their dorm
rooms. If we walk too far from
our dorm n>oms, we can't even
find any pavement.
It is no easy task to go that
extra mile to find out what's
really going on in the world.
Not only are we bogged

down with work but there is
not that much that helps us
open our eyes. Our social and
political microcosm is such
that we don't need to reach
out to other places to find
something to do. We've got
our own little mini-world
complete with local politics.
University Program Board
concerts and even a Super
Wal-mart right here.
Some of what is going on
now isn't relevant to our lives,
that's true. But 10 years from
now when our colleagues are
talking about these events and
how the)' shaped our lives, we
just might be at a disadvantage.

How long will we rely on our
mom's to send us the important articles from the CNN Web
site or our political science
teachers to fill us on the latest
happenings in the world?
We must take on the initiative to keep up to date on
what is going on in the world
even two hours away from us.
Future employers will expect
us to know about the recent
history national news, not the
names of the city council representatives in Harrisonburg
Although it may cut into some
of our free time, it could prevent us from having too much
free time after we graduate.

Darts

Pats
E-mail dam and pats ta brceKdp»ho4m»ilcom

Pat...

Dart...

A "I'm-singing-out-of-the-rain" pat to
the girl who selflessly gave me a ride back
to my apartment after I locked my keys and
my phone in my car in the pounng down
rain at BAT.
Sml m by a very grateful guy, who might
still be standing in the parking lot lad she not

A "who-does-that" dart to the unknown
stranger who broke into my apartment late
Friday night and pissed on my bedroom door.
Sent in by a distraught transfer student who wonders what kind of people go here, anyway.

heni nwAMri

Dart...

Pat...

A "thanks-for-the-wake-up-call" dart to
the Marching Royal Dukes on our only day
of the week to sleep in.
Sent in fry too Shorts Hall roommates who
wisli the band would find somewhere eke for
pregame practice.

Pat...

A "you-saved-my-life-and-l-wish-l-couldremember-who-you-are" pat to the girl who
pulled me out of a manhole last Friday night.
From a senior girl who can't believe she has a story
about falling in a manhole to tell her kids and who
WOllU also like to thank the crazy kids who helped fish
Vr shoes out.

Dart...

A "thanks-for-making-me-piss-myself" pat
to the guy who made me laugh exhvmely
hard by describing George W Bush as "our
level headed, straight talkin',
example-of-good-character president."
From a student uho wouldn't put George's
picture next to the definition of honest.

A " thanks- for- ruin i ng- Pa rents- Weekend "
dart to the drunken students playing croquet
through the Quad and commons Saturday
From a student who thinks that promoting T-shirts
Hut -.IU I caused your daughter's abortion'' slknild
get your organization shut down because you are an
embarrassment to the school and your mvn pan-nt-.
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JES OLIVO
BREEZE READER'S VIEW

Veggie-eater seeks
greater variety
It's been almost nine years
sime my last hamburger, steak,
pork chop of slur of real bacon.
I had been a ' pseudtwegetarian," meaning I still ate chicken
and turkey. My brother once
asked, "Isn't thai against tin
rules? And now, after those nine
years, I've given up all forms of
meat, .is well as limited my
intake of dairy products. Img
change has come about for one
main reason: I was feeling more
and more like a hypocrite.
I originally gave up red meat
because, for lack of a better
description, it really grossed me
out. I never tried to tie my eating habits up in altnusti.
soning until I recently began to
learn more and more about
how our diets impact animals,
the environment and e\ en other
human beings. finally I decided
that if I was going to stand
behind my feelings towards
animal rnirlty and my disgust
towards the waste we create in
this country I was going to have
to quit cold turkey.

Finally I decided
that if I was going
to stand behind
my feelings... I
was going to have
to quit cold turkey.
o

Darts A Pals are submittedanonvmoush
and printed on a space-avatlabie basis.
Submissions are based upon one fJrjnM \
opinion of a gnen situation, person or event
and do not necessarily reflect the truth.

"... he willingly would fling
himself headfirst down a
flight of steps."

It hasn't been easy. It never
was but it takes • lot more
patience on my pa" ROW •hat
even the most basic of meat has
been cut fntm my diet. I'm not
an inno\ alive chef — it's IIHI
easy to settle for pasta and
fm/en vegetarian dinners after a
day of classes.
The main problem is that
there are so many options for a
non-meat based diet that I simply haven't tried because llu-\ r.
not as convenient. When I was
out KM this summer, I ale like a
queen - and let me just say
this: I love food and I love to cat!
The culture I was surrounded
with while in Seattle was verv
much geared toward a vegetanan lifestyle. Eating U MOW
rants, grocerv Mom and even
people's homes was a vegetal i
an paradise. In fact, I often was
eating vegan meals (no animal
products at all) because that's
how the people around me
lived I had so many dill—4
upturns everywhere I went, and
my meals went far bevond just
pasta. I tried new kinds of tofu
and soybeans, as well fruit and
vegetables cooked in wavs I've
never seen
Back on the East Coast,

things are a bit harder. While I
was looking for a job in May, I
cooked dinner for my family in
return for my parents financially supporting my social life. At
nil point I still was eating
poultry but refused to cook it.
(The site and smell makes me
nauseous.) One night I had a
pot simmering on the stove
and my dad, just home fmm
work, looked inside and asked,
"What is it'" " Vegetarian Stew!
Instead of beef, the main ingredient is eggplant." My dad
sighed and put the top at the
pot back and asked "Will I ever
see meat at dinner again?" I
Milled and told him to stock
up at lunchtime
II s not that I don't get a lot
of support from my parents cm
my decision, quite the opposite, but it's difficult to take
part in one of our most basic
social rituals with people who
don't share in the same dietary
lifestyle. Two of my friends
ones spent an entire1 meal making sheep noiSCi because the
lamb in their gyros repulsed
me. Another friend actually
coughed up a bite of my tofu
sandwich that he had volunteered to try. last spring, I
even had a date try to impress
me by taking me to an expensive leM.iuranf with only one
non-meat option on the entire
menu. Oh yes, it was overpriced pasta. To make the matter worse, he ordered ostrich.
While I try my best not to force
my thoughts on other people,
it was extremely difficult to
watch him chow down on a
once beautiful bird. (This is not
to suggest that ugly animals
are more edible.)
Restaurants an.' another
problem altogether. It's not
always clear as to which entrees
have meat in them, no matter
how small of an amount. I think
the most frustrating thing is
when salads come out with
bacon on them. It's salad. By its
v irv definition it should be vegetanan-friendly.
I was in Italy for a week last
vear and my first night in the
country I was at an amazing
icstauranl
in
Venice and
ordered some form of stuffed
pasta I was starving Mum a long
flight from I ondun. an even
lunger Irain ride and then hours
of searching for an affordable
hotel. I just wanted to eat. My
first bite revealed not the cheese
Shifting I had expected but a
dark grav meal th.it made me
want lo cry, I uckily the person I
was w'lth rvluctantlv, but gra-

dousty and heroically, gave up
his
meal
— a delicious
Fettuccini Alfredo — to switch
see MEAL, page 8

JESSON ZAFAR
BREEZE READER'S VIEW

Pain gets a chuckle
Once, in 10th grade I think, I
was making a movie with two
good friends, Sam and John.
Sent beme ■ why, giggly fellow
with multiple nicknames and
Juhn actually being a she-male
Prior to creating a scene from
the book "All Quiet on the
Western I runt. Samuel B had
the notion that for the benefit of
a good grade in I ngllsh das.
(and the subsev|uenf humor), he
willingly would lling himself
headfirst down a flight of steps
Upon ascertaining the potential
danger involved in Ihis stunt
and the almost certain nsk ot
paralysis, Sammy Q. had
doubts in his noble deed.
Luckily, I so doquentl)
added the reassurance of, "Well.
this should prutr. t you
while
CenfuDy placing ■ suit pillow at
Ihe bottom ot the staircase and
alleviating any sentiment of
inevitable destruction thai s,,m
may have had.
Needless to say, he commenced in calming himself
closed his eve-, and cast his {\\.
fated bixiy, feet first down the
flight of stairs
conse.|uenllv
being punished by all 12 steps

on Ihe wty down raroonoMu-

al purpose-,, |usl picture a pipe
. leaner being put thniugh a rock
crushing machine.
Admittedly,
Sam
was
extremely hurt — but not
deceased thanks to a little
assistance from the friend we
liked to call, "tender pillow."
In fact, it was no) the selfdegradation of Samuel, nor
the fact that he must I,kelv had
S Compound fracture of his left
tibia — no It was the impetus
involved — human catalyst
formulating orH, „f the gnat
eel -cene-blunders Ihe little
town ul Ashland had ever laid
llcl SWCet, sweet eve-, upon.
People
were hurt, yes.
Teachers and peers never would
lx' fhe same And we had just
COnfund up what was potentially the worst and most over

hypotheefaed conusuUuii of a
scene the high-school-Englishlass . ideo world ever had
knuwn Hut a strong lesson was
learned during this stunt which
never was to be forgotten : Selfmlluting iniuno. alwavs are
comical — always. We got an A
on the movie
lesson Zafar is a senior

c/s major.
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Depo-Provera is 99.7% effective.
Not only is Depo-Provera 99.7% effective, but
you need just one shot on time every 3 months
to stay pregnancy-protected. So, unlike the Pill,
Depo-Provera isn't your every day birth control.
Remember, Deoo-Provera doesn't protect
vou from HIV/AIDS or other sexually
transmitted diseases.
Some women using Depo-Provera experience
side effects. The most common are irregular
periods or spotting. Many women stop having

periods altogether after a few months and some
may experience a slight weight gain. You shouldn't
use Depo-Provera if you could be pregnant, if
you have had any unexplained periods, or if you
have a history of breast cancer, blood clots, stroke,
or liver disease. When using Depo-Provera, there
may be a possible decrease in bone density.
Ask your health care professional about
prescription Depo-Provera. For more info, call
toll free 1-866-519-DEPO.

ofg~&

Contraceptive Injection
medroxyprogesterone acetate injectable suspension

6>irtK corvtrol you -tKink aeou-t just 4- x a year.
Please see important product information on adjacent page.
O 2002 Pharmacia Corpcabon

UX002796S 01
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"Death by Mugumbo."

"One lo hold the
lightbulb, one lo
keep drinking 'til the
room spins."

Mi

Mike Tuddenham

Sonya Abbott

freshman, undecided

senior, biology

c^H tfj
MArTCARASEU-VM*»-/*j»f»ni<

I

'And the priest
said, 'Do we have
lime for that?'"

"So f kicked her in the
'hey how ya doin'/''

Michelle L. Wiesen

Chris Hogan

senior, psychology

senior, psychology

Topic: What's the punchline to your favorite joke?

ZAK KOOPS

BREEZE READER'S VIEW

"Badvertising" plagues TV, misleads viewer
I love commercials. I love
the way they interrupt the
Maryland vs. Virginia football game to tell me how new
Clorox Oxygen Action will
remove grass, wine and even
the toughest grease stains
from my favorite shirt, while
still keeping the color
brighter than ever. I love how
! they show me the entire plot
[ of a movie before I go pay a
million dollars to see it. And
I love how they tell me that if
I chew Dentyne Ice gum,
beautiful women will flock to
me and make out with me,
while everything around me
conveniently freezes. I just
love commercials.
Advertising has reached a
new low. Instead of just showing me a product, now they
have those just-an-ordinarypersonnotan-actor testimonials informing me there's nothing better in life than to spend
! $99 on a gumball machine that
magically will make me rich
and improve my social life at
the same rime. And don't forget
how each person was in .in
unbelievable amount of debt,
but after somehow being able to
afford purchasing such a product, they found themselves not
knowing what to do with all the
extra cash. So what should I do?
Buy the product of course. And

for only five easy payments I
can have a perfect life.
But seriously, this has gone
far enough. Lately, it seems
companies have nothing better
to do than create long, boring
and extensive ads that produce
more hatred for the product
than desire. 1 don't want to see
commercials. I want to know
what's available in the shortest
amount of time possible, with
the least amount of this-is-howyour-life-will-improve-if-youbuy-this bullcrap.
Commercials for Oxi-Clean,
music albums and those healing bracelets are so incredibly
excessive, that they rum away
more potential buyers than
they obtain. Their problem is
extreme manipulation techniques. Each one tries to pull
their audience in with statements like, "[OxiClean] is
mother nature's way of cleaning," or "The Balance Bracelet
is designed to aid the body in
helping itself through electropolarization." Statements
such as these twist people's
minds into believing what they
"see." People don't require any
more proof than the written
testimonials they see and hear
— and companies know it.
That's why these commercials
are so manipulative.
The Oxi-Clean commercial.

one of those barely-under-theinfomcrcial-time-limit ads, consists of a fat guy with a beard
yelling at you. Personally, this
doesn't make me want to just
pick up the phone and order a
container as fast as I can so I can
be sure to get a bonus "whopping" five-pound bucket. One
thing that is particularly clever
about this commercial, howeviT. is the charged-up and energetic attitude of the guy. This
can produce an emotional
excitement moving me to call.
And they do show how the liquid can remove some stubborn
stains. But the stain's reaction to
the liquid is so fast that you can
tell the)1 have intervened with
imaging technology, and the
honest approach is lost.
My favorites are those commercials for the "Sweet Love"
or "Love Songs" albums that
show romantic pictures like
two lovers making out on a bed
in a dimly lit room with a large
window overlooking a beautiful California sunset over the
Pacific Ocean. I'm supposed to
believe that if I buy this album,
I'll end up in a bubble bath
with an absolutely gorgeous
woman, or by the cozy fireplace with her cuddled in my
arms, or even at a dinner with
her by candlelight. And it'll be
okay if I forget the dozen roses

way the camera jiggles around
capturing the amazed expressions of people at the "sales
fair" where they see these
things displayed.
The thing about all of these
advertisements is the type of
imagery and language used to
manipulate the viewer. They all
use appealing colors and
words according to the product. For instance, the music
album commercials use darker
red colors to choke out all emotions of anger, stress and pain,
and evoke gushy emotions like
love, contentment and romance.
The buyers of these albums
don't need proof that they
work, because when they saw
the ad, they felt different. The
same approach is used with
Dentyne Ice gum. The commercial induces a feeling or
emotion in the viewer that
compels them to buy.
The thing I don't get is how
people can be so gullible and
vulnerable. The amount of
people that actually get what
they paid for has to be slim.
All I know is that 1 won't be
caught again. So here's to all
the suckers who've been
caught like I have. Good luck,
and remember — only you can
prevent "badvertising."
Zak Koops b a freshman theatre
and dance major.

for her on our anniversary as
long as we have this album to
dance, kiss or cuddle to.
Because who in their right
mind could withstand the force
of this wonderful music when
hearing it play?

/ love how they
show me the entire
plot of a movie
before I pay a
million dollars to
see it.
But the best commercials
promote those bracelets that
magnetically cure every ailment
in my entire body. Whenever I
have ankle, neck, wrist or back
pain, I am reassured that if I just
buy that little bracelet, I instantly can be cured of them all as
soon as I put it on. And I even
wouldn't notice it's there.
They're just that comfortable
The foundations for these commercials are the just-an-ordinary-person-not-an-actor testimonials. And these look even
more realistic because of the

Meal woes
MEAL, from vage 6
plates with me
JMU is usually a great place
for vegetarians to matriculate.
I) hall always is veggie-friendly
and the super-nice people who
work the pasta station will
make me a special batch without meat in it. No matter where
I go, I'm never far from a veggie
burger or wrap. Because of this,
I was shocked to sit down at
Madison Grill for the first time
this year to find only two vegetarian meals on the menu — a
pasta dish and a Veggie Burger.
This does not include the appetizers, but don't vegetarians
deserve a chance at an entree?
1 decided to stay away from
making this article about vegetarianism versus meat-based
diets because I'm not looking to
change people's minds — not
this time, at least — but I'd just
like a little consideration. My
three amazing roommates
always tell me when they're
cooking meat so I can open up
some windows and shut my
door My health-conscious
mother constantly is sending me
vegetarian cookbooks and articles on getting enough protein
and calcium. I'm grateful for the
community I live in that accepts
people's choices, but I'd still like
to live in a city that not only
accepts, but also prefers and
caters to those choices.
Jes Olivo is a senior
English major.

I have power you could only dream about.
That's not true but send your opinion columns to breezeopinon'e htfmail.com anyway.

China cZ^pAeM,

(540) 568-9899

Chinese Restaurant

1031 Port Republic Rd
next lo Food Lion

StO.OO Mlmim*m - JimJU <tm
Open 7 days a week Ml 1 am

«—2>WM..,

Get a Free T-Shirt
«,
,....
»,
—
when you order $50 or more!
Special Combination Platters
II Entree* served with Fried Rice. Spring Roll. & Soup.
Choice ot Soup Wonton. Egg Drop or Hot A Sour
SCI
SC2
SC3
SC4
SC5
' SC6
' SC7
SC8
SC9
'SC10
SC11
'SC12
'SCt 3
SCt 4
'SCt5

SC16

Chicken Broccoli
Pork. Chicken. Beet or Shrimp Chow Men
Sweet and Sour Chicken
Sweel and Sour Pork
Moo Goo Gai Pan
Chicken with Garlic Sauce
Hunan Chicken
Pork with Mixed Vegetables
Mixed Chinese Vegetables
Hunan Vegetables
Chicken with Cashew Nuts
KungPao Chicken
Siechuan Chicken
Almond Chicken
Hunan Beel

P^p,, steak

Only
SC17
SCI8
SCt 9
' SC20
SC2I
SC22
' SC23
SC24
SC25
SC26
SC27

Beet with Broccoli
Siechuan Beet
Jumbo Shnmp with Lobster Sauce
Shrimp with Mixed vegetables
Hunan Shrimp
Triple Delight
General Tso's Chicken
Sesame Chicken
Four Seasons
Fork. Chicken. Beet, or Shrimp Lo Meln
Chicken with Vegetables

' Indicates Spicy (can be altered lo taste)
Credit cards accepted

Lunch Special only *3.95 11-Apm
We do not accept checks
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BearingPoint
Formerly KPMG Consulting

RESUMES
to the basement of
Anthony Seeger for the
position of

Advertisin

KPMG Consulting has changed its name!!
We are now known as Bearing Point, Inc.
General Information Session:
All Students are welcome to find out more about BearingPoint
through this event. Come meet our practice members including
recent JMU alumni, and have your questions ready for the Q&A!!

ive

Tuesday, Oct. 15,7-8pm
Sonner Hall
Refreshments will be served.
"Please RSVP via InterviewTRAK no later than October 10th.

Interviews:
Please review our job description for the Management Analyst
position on InterviewTRAK. Resume submission deadline is
Friday, October 25th!!

by October 25th
I Questions?
Contact Gail
I Chapolini or
| Lauren Kinelski

■

Friday, November 15,8:30-4:3opm
Sonner Interview Center

568-6127

For more information, please visit our website at
www.bearingpoint.com

.

COMMUNICATIONS 101:

UnPlan TODAY
F
R
E
E

SUNCOM'S JAMES MADISON UNI"

WIRELESS PACKAGE.

Activation
Nokia 5165 digital phone
Face Plate
I NoteS' .•^IMMnumh!ii«iki

UnPlan
PAY THE

SAME SUBSCRIPTION FEE
EACH MONTH.

CALL ALL YOU WANT,
ANYTIME, TO ANYWHERE IN AMERICA.
DONT PAY FOR ANOTHER PHONE CALL AGAIN!
Included Features: Voice mail • Caller ID • Call Waiting • Tent Messaging • 3-Way Calling

SUBSCRIBE FOR

S

49'95

A MONTH.

WE DON'T WANT TO CHANCE PEOPLE. WE WANT TO CHANCE WIRELESS.

WeCetlt.

SunCom
Member of the AT4T Wireless Network
1-877 CALL SUN

♦-*

SunCom Store Location*

Sum hWv M-l

Harritonburt
Marketplace Shoppes
1866 Last Market Si, Suit* 6
(across f'om Valley Mall near
loobs-A-Million)
$4" '46-844'

Sc a union
Colonial Mall
(byJCP«nn«y)
l))l Greenville Ave
',40-886-4054
'MSai.oaop
op. Sui 12 (O-jrjop)

W ilimJHo.

FtiEOVMNICHT DELIVERY i-t^if/sTM
,l,HW^.^I.
. . -,1 lfFW-«— 1' "Wl !*•» )0» •* yr.i ><M)I

1: Set-co-op, S-m-ja.

Eaduirv* Authorized Dealers

Shtnandoah Plaza
1408 Greenville Ave
(across from Colonial Mall
54o-a$$-8(8o

CORPORATE SALES

WTBOCALL

•£j>S*

MO^-OCMM

.

(toll frea)

. .

wiop onfctna www. SH nCoan .com

*S.nCo-i U"«t- IHVI|I MI iiptndi an immtm
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LOSUK

HOROSCOPES

CROSSWORD

Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the most challenging.
Today's Birthday (Oct. 10). Your quest this year is tor wisdom, and it wont always be easy. Make sure
to check what you learn in books against your own experience before deciding whether it's true. Don't
give your heart too freely - or your money, either

Aries March 21 -April 19

Libra Sept. 23-Oct 22

I
Today
is an 8 - You're full of lofty ideas,
but you'll have trouble convincing a perI son who means a lot to you unless you're
also practical. Show how this will make or
MV1 money.

m
24

Scorpio Oct. 23-Nov. 21
^g. . Today is a 5 - Count up your pennies, nickAu els .ind dimes. Don't forget to pay yourself
OTW by hiding a little away. This is an excellent
day for finding a good hiding place.

V «_» tl Today is a 6 - You're naturally sensitive to
. the feelings of others. You may notice that
talent intensifying over the next few weeks,
prompted by a flood of old memories. Make
a change - a change back - for the better.

n

Gemini May 21-June 21

Sagittarius Nov. 22-Oec. 21

Today is an 8 - You're getting smarter, and
* soon it'll be easier to express your love.
The bad news is that something you
' depend upon requires repair. It doesn't
work all that well any longer.

—^
Today is a 5 - It's easier to gather data
|6
now than it will be in a couple of days, so
fjPjX don t just sit there. Call your friend who's
in the know.

Today is a 5 - Feel as if you're being asked
! to do too much for way too little? Splurge
' nn .1 speci.il treat for yourself. Take care of
your own well-being.

Aquarius Jan. 20-Feb. 18

Leo July 23-Aug. 22

j^k Today is an 8 - Pushing a little harder now
^"* can get you a lot farther. A friend is there
i^V for you at just the right minute. Teamwork
is your ace in the hole.

Today is an 8 - You've been bogged down
J^J in details but not without good reason. All
^^H those clues you've been collecting will soon
"
' start making sense. That'll be the fun part.

Pisces Feb. 19-March 20

Virgo Aug. 23-Sepl. 22
■ au.
t-Wl
M^
^B^.

I^L

Today is a 5 - You're getting better at doing
the calculations, and that could lead to ,i
pay raise. Take a refresher course to sharpen your skills and increase your status.
p

L
1
H

A

H A

L

P

Solutions to
Last Issue's Puzzle

0 N

T O S
1

E

Today is a 6 - A task at home you thought
was completed will have to be done again.
Don't make it harder by resisting. Doing it
quickly will make things much easier.
—Tribune Media Services
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ACROSS
1 Greek market
6 Snooped
11 Dancer
Charisse
14 Lifting device
15 Church passage
16 Peggy or
Etrenda
17 Parisian breakfast?
19 Traveler's stop
20 Sun. homily
21 Jabba the
22 White-water
conveyances
24 Brussels
breakfast?
28 Bronte or
Dickinson
30 Gulf of Mex.
neighbor
31 Drunkards
32 Inserts
34 Indy stop
37 Fast driver
39 On the line
41 CIA precursor
42 Eaves hanger

23

33
39

BJ

54

'.5

44
48

48

50

51

S3

1

34
40

43

5?

62

13

30
32

48

1

12

",.
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27

26

37

47

10

■ ■r

IB

29

57

Capricorn Dec. 22-Jan. 19

Cancer June 22-July 22

4

45

Today is a 7 - You're always a stickler for
.Jk^ telling the truth now more than ever. You
■OWp don't really care what might happen next,
but take it into consideration.

Aft

J

'4

28

Taurus April 20-May 20

2

17

Tod
Today is an 8 - Careful deliberation may not
I one of your strong points, but you can
learn how to do it if you must. It's not a bad
idea if you want to stretch your money.

_T.

1

■I

59

"

61

1

.

44 Scrutinized
45 Shell rival
46 Opera songs
47 London breakfast?
52 Bolshevik
leader
53 Lat. list-ender
54 Some MDs
57 Ms. Gardner
58 Dublin breakfast?
62 Court divider
63 Ray
64 Stood
65 Kildare and
Welby, e.g.
66 Peer recognition
67 Beginners

5*

■

"

DOWN
1 Landon and
others
2 Actor Richard
3 Dental malocclusions
4 Stimpy's pal
5 Roguishly
6 Singer LaBelle
7 Mob violence
counter-measure
8 O.T. book
9 Urban RRs
10 Exits Amtrak
11 Precipice
12 Streisand film
13 Thick
18 Embrace
23 Eglin, e.g.
25 Ultimatum
word
26 Twangy
27 Produce a literary work
28 Exxon, formerly
29 Swabbing tools
32 Rio Grande
tributary

MCE ID IK QMS
AND mtm
Wi SPACE!

540.442.4800

www.sunchase.net

33 Robert of
"VegaS"
34 Bearing the
cost of
35 Home decor
company
36 Turner and
Williams
38 Lessen
40 Actress Garr
43 Revives
45 Will Smith
biopic
46 Waterborne
47 Large antelope
48 Less than once
49 Tiny pests
50 King Arthur's
father
51 H.S. teachers
55 Guadalajara
money
56 Understands
59 Major studio,
once
60 McKellsn of
"The Lord of the
Rings"
61 Young fish

Focus
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Local band describes experiences of being involved
in band on, off stage while balancing studies
Story by contributing writer Brie Kennedy • Graphic and photo courtesy of My Blue Pill
Is it birth control, Viagra or a reference to the "blue pill" in
"The Matrix?" What does the band's name mean? With a sly
smile senior Caleb Vesey, drummer tor My Blue Pill, said, "It
is what you want it to be. It's your blue pill. It's the embodiment of what you'ie looking for."
My Blue Pill is composed of senior Chris Castiglione who
plays guitar and sings lead vocals, senior Nick Lombardi plays
MM and guitar, senior Caleb Vesey plays drums, senior Dave
Strong does hand percussion and junior Behvin McDonnell plays
the cello and keyboard. Each individual brings an inspired pint
of his or her creation to flesh out My Blue Pill's original sound.
According to the band's Web site, wwu'mybluepill.iiel, its innovative sound incorporates electronic beats, ambient color, creamy
guitar and infectious melodies.
Over the past three years that the five have been a band,
members have managed to fuse together their eclectic
tastes in music into their own original sound. Ranging
from musical artists Bjork to Radiohead, the band finds
limitless amounts of inspiration.
It is their symphonic blend that recently has earned them
the title of Mainstreet Bar and Grill's Band of the Year.
Lombardi said, "We want to go where no one else has been
... to stay away from mainstream rock and the over-influential media and begin to reconstruct music to reach beyond
the barriers placed by our society."
My Blue Pill competed against 27 other bands for the title.
Any band could register to play and compete in the competition. There was a small entrance fee to enter The judges
conducted their decisions on several different criteria
Crowd size added points to the overall score if there were
over 50 in attendance to see a specific band.
My Blue Pill was picked by the panel of judges for its quality of musicianship, crowd interaction and response and stage
presence. "Winning Battle of the Bands has validated 11
thing we've been working toward," Castiglione said. "The
hard work is paying off and the title has given us the confidence to go further with our mint
For its triumph, the band received $2,000 cash and one year free
admissions to all concerts and events at Mainstreet Bar and (.nil
My Blue Pill has chosen to use the prize money toward recording, production and promotion expenses. My Blue Pill has

recorded with Risus Productions of New York City and produced two CDs, "My Edge" and "Locus," and currently is working on a third. Promotional expenses include CDs, T-shirts and
logo stickers that over 150 loyal My Blue Pill fans wore across
their chests, thighs and back pockets in support at the deciding
Battle of the Bands show last Aug. 28.
When collaborating material to write songs, the
process tinoil 10 he a group effort. Castiglione
writes the I\TKS ,ind the rest of the band coordinates with the tone of the piece and writes their
own music to go along with the words. Since McDonnell is classically trained in music, "her ear picks out wrong notes with
articulate precision so the music can be more fluid," Castiglione
said. "We can all pick out notes that don't sound right, it's just
that Behvin (McDonnell) is a perfectionist. She does a good job
of keeping the music together.'

66
Winning Bailie of the Bands has validated
everything we've been working toward.
—Chris Castiglione

95
My Blue Pill's main concern is playing as many shows as possihk- to expand its audience size. "We've played everywheiv from
"Mttaf houses" at Princeton (University), to the Lion's Den in
New \ork t uv to -i laundry room at a JMU house party." Vesey
said. "It's about being heard, and having fun in the process."
Performing shows may bring a rush of adrenaline, but it also can
be rather strenuous. My Blue Pill recalled an experience on April 20
that amounted to a full days work. "We played three shows in one
day starting with Lombardi Gras and then playing two house parties. It was an exhausting but incredible experience," Strong said.
The strangest thing that's ever happened to My Blue Pill was at
I show in Princeton. According to the band, a Rutgers student got

up on stage and cursed out the "eating club" where they were
playing. My Blue Pill didn't want the fraternity, who was hosting
the concert, to think that the they were associated with the
Rutgers' student so they made up for the incident bv collaborating with the fraternity brother on a cover song.
When they are not performing or attending classes, the
group spends roughly 70 percent of its time promoting the
band. It is a collaborative effort to make press kits, book
shows and promote the band through flyers.
Mi spend more time in office supply stores then almost
anywhere else," Castiglione said. When calling to book shows
he added, "Basically we tell them our playing makes it easy to
get the crowd rowdy and ready to have a good time. It usually works and we don't lack for shows
My Blue Pill also does it's own promotional work on its
Web site, which contains news about upcoming shows,
lyrics, links to articles about the band, local bands, local
Web sites and radio stations.
Outside of the band these five JMU students have many other
responsibilities. Lombardi and Vesey work for Spanky's downtown. Strong is a chef for the Joshua Wilton House, McDonnell
teaches jazz and tap at Dance and Company and Castiglione runs
22 local Web sites. However they all share in the opinion that,
"The band is more important to all of us then anything else. What
we do in our spare time is nothing compared to the time we concentrate on the music," Lombardi said.
One example of their musk: is a new song, "Because." This song
is about," America's need to get things compact, affordable and quick
— at the expense of others. Everything is tor sale. We an' living in a
fast food, imperialistic and careless nation," Castiglione said.
This song is a "cynical look at society's status symbols that corrupt Americans into believing that attaining more and more will
eventually lead to happiness and complacency," Castiglione said.
My Blue Pill plans to tour the East Coast this year.
Already having established exposure in Virginia,
New Jersey and New York, they would Ukl to
broaden their horizons. My Blue Pill would like
to continue playing together after graduation and further the
success of the band. Their next performance will be held
Friday, Oct. 11 at 9 p.m. in PC Ballroom. For more intormation.see it's Web site umnv.myblufpill.net
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SKYDIVE!

ZIU

1950 Sut'e F Deyerle A.e
Behind Volley Moll
ne*t to Alstons Pjb
434 4874

\
.
*

One day first jumps, and a staff dedicated to keeping you and
your fellow JMU students skydiving at SKYDIVE ORANGE

Now Offering The "LOWEST
Greek" Prices On T-shirts, sweatshirts.
Long Sleeve Shirts, Cups, Hats, Buttons, Banners,
Visors, And Monograms, With First Screen Free!
Come Down And Design Your Own!!
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Acoustic Packages
From $129.99
Electric Packages
From $199.99
Drumset Packages
From $369.99
Sl»c» Hour!.
106 Mw, Tu«, Thur, Fri;
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M Guitars,
Ptutnsets and
Packages on
sale thru
Saturday!
Si E homstownmutic.net
FOR *>« sneiAis & mn

Win a trip
for two to
Cancun!!
from Miller-Williams
And Student Travel
Services

Kfctf
taWTO

JMU Student Discounts

1(877)348-3759

aircraft on your first skydivel

((877) DIVE-SKY)

(540) 943-6587

compwe mformafrcn ISon www.skydiveorange.com

A*

/lyiMyi Wileom
Ctmm >Ki>Mt mitt* m* «? /
& imp eommtlm in Ww a Urn
434-4159 • 2990 S Miin Street

Freefall almost a minute
from 2 1/2 miles high
from our 22 Jumper

FOR A DIFFERENT SLANT ON THE NEWS DISCOVER

The Christian Science Monitor
An independent, unbiased international daily newspaper
with worldwide readership
Founded in 1908 To injure no man, but to bless all mankind"
Winner of 7 Pulitzer Prizes- 50 correspondents in 9 countries providing concise
analysis of world events - special features cover work/money, learning/ideas.
arts/leisure, science/technology, and MORE! A great research tool.
Get acquainted with their award winning website:

www.csmonitor.com

Do You Know Where We Are?
Cinnamon Bear Bakery & Deli
r

600 University Blvd. Beside Costco & nTelos
_ _ _, Between Sheetz & JMU Arboretum
Aton - Fri 7am - 8pm Sat 7am - 5pm Sun 10am - 5pm

Log on to

www.inillwill.coni/cainpus.htiii
Take a 10 minute survey that will

Every participant is eligible to win

Improve your campus lifestyle,

SPRIN6 BREAK for TWO!

let you Voice your opinion and actually
See the results!

See Miller-William's site for details

www.ststravel.com
800 648.4849

Spring 2003
in
London and Paris

Applications for
these limited
openings are due by
October 18,2002!"

Five runners-up win $100 each!

MILLER,
www.millwill.com
612.725 2700

WILLIAMS

Very limited spaces are stil
available for JMlTs Spring
2003 study abroad programs
in London and Paris. Apply
now!

Spaces
Available

• Full Coffee Bar
• Chai Latte
• Smoothies
• Homemade Soups & Salads
Gourment Sandwiches and Wraps!

THURSDAY, OCT.

Mason Street Animal House

STYLE

Six current and former varsity swimmers show off
their stomping grounds in the latest JMU Cribs.
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"1 just wanted to go into the fetal position. I
was shaking to hold back sobs."
ARIELLA BOWDEN

sophomore

Se« story pact 15
Sw story b* low

To smoke or not to smoke?: "The Great Debate"
HIGH TIMES editor-in-<hicl
Steve Hager and former
Drug Enforcement Agency
agent Robert Stutman packed
"The Great Debate" with their personal slashes of marijuana facts
and opinions in Monday night's
"Heads vs. Feds," sponsored by
the University Program Board.
Moderator Peter Bsumek
began the evening with a definition of debate itself: "Debate
is about exchanging and challenging ideas and it sometimes gets spirited," according
to "Webster's Dictionary."
When the editor-in-chief
of HIGH TIMES magazine
and a veteran of the DEA
came together to debate the
legalization of marijuana,
"spirited" definitely would

be a word to describe it
Stutman and Hager stood
on opposite sides of the stage,
as different in appearance and
personal histories as in their
views on the issue
Stutman, neatly dressed in
a polo shirt and khakis and
wearing wire-rim glasses,
once was described by Dan
Rather as a "true American
hero" for his work in the
DEA, according to Bsumek's
introduction.
Dressed in jeans, a T-shirt
emblazoned with a marijuana leaf and a denim jacket
with rumpled salt-and-pepper hair, Hager started his
first underground newspaper in junior high and has
been inducted into the Pop

PHOTO BY MATT CARASHlA/SHiHir phHOfOptm
HIGH TIMES editor in-chief Steve Hager debated for the
legalization of marijuana.

"Heads vs. Feds"
examines
marijuana
legalization
By style editor
Brenna Walton and
staff writer Matt Carasella
Culture Hall of Fame
According to Stutman, a
common
misconception
about the two is that they are
enemies In reality, they have
become good friends over the
course of their debate tour.
"Steve and I will attack each
other on the issues, but you
will never hear us attack each
other personally," Stutman
said. "I think we've shown that
you can disagree without
being disagreeable, which is a
very important lesson."
Hager and Stutman gave
their opening statements,
which consisted of their
arguments as to why marijuana should or should not
be legalized.
According to Hager, there
were five reasons why marijuana should be legalized,
several of which he read
from a book he had called,
"Understanding Marijuana,"
by Mitch Earleywine.
Hager stated in his opening argument that no substance in the world has come
closer to treating as many
diseases. The seeds and
stalks can be used to make
more than 50,1XM) items. For
example, hemp can be used
to make items like clothes
and paper, and hemp seed oil
can be used for fuel.
Also, the United States
prison system destroys the
lives of nonviolent marijuana

offenders that do not deserve
it and the Drug War is surrounded by corruption, making profits off taxpayers,
according to Hager.
However, the issue that
appeared to incense him the
most was the increasing
number of people in the
United States who are being
prescribed drugs like Paxil,
Prozac and Ritalin while
marijuana remains illegal, he
said. He argued that pharmacuctical companies are getting rich off sick people and
that the legal drugs are
worse for people in the long
run than marijuana.
"The pharmaceutical companies fear pot," Hager said.
"They don't want to interrupt
cash flow to experiment with
a basic crop that can grow
almost anywhere."
Hager gave his fifth and
final reason that marijuana is
part of his culture. Since losing faith in the government
as a child after the JFK assassinaton, Hager has found
spirituality in a "counterculture" that he has adopted as a
religion, in which followers
connect with one another
through the use of marijuana.
Stutman responded by
acknowledging that most of
the audience disagreed with
him, but that in 10 years, it
would be on his side after
maturing and realizing the

detrimental effects of marijuana to health and society.
He also agreed with Hager
that putting people in jail for
the use of a drug is bad policy and that rehabilitation is
the answer
The bulk of Stutman's
argument came from medical
facts, stating that according
to the American Medical
Association, marijuana is
live limes more carcinogenic
than tobacco.
He also railed against the
argument that "pot is natural, so what's wrong with
it?" that he said he has
encountered many times
from those who disagree
with him.

"Arsenic is natural — do
we get to vote on how much
is In our drinking watei '
Stutman said.
He included in his argument that Americans do not
have the opportunity to vote
on the legality of other drugs
and that many of the findings oi marijuana's medicinal effects have been countered by medical journals.
According to the American
journal of Cancer, smoking
marijuana doubles the speed
of death for AIDS patients
Both sides of the argument played over well with
the student audience of
about 1,300. Wilson Hall was
see STATISTICS w$e 14

PHOTO BY MATTCARASFJJ.AArm«.r ahaa|WSiSfi
Veteran DEA agent Robert Stutman debated agalnat
the legalization of marijuana.
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"The Laramie Project" serves as
memorial for gay hate-crime victim
Theatre II play follows aftermath of 1998 murder of Matthew Shepard
BY BHCCA WORTHINGTON

staff writer

A two-and-a-half hour show
composed solely of monologues
sounds overwhelming, and it is.
It also is remarkable.
The Theatre II production
of "The Laramie Project" is
an emotionally draining
show for the cast and the
audience. It is a powerful,
personal
experience
for
everyone involved. "I just
wanted to go into the fetal
position," audience member
Ariella Bowden, a sophomore, said at the end of the
Elay. "I was shaking to hold
ack sobs."
The torture and death of I
young man is not subject
matter that can be dealt with
lightly and this cast does not
hold back at all. The actOfl
deliver monologues in the
ntfdat of rage and on the
brink of tears, their hearts
splitting wide open

Than araj an especially tender moment from senior
Andrew White as the boy who
discovers Matthew Shepard's
beaten body, and another
monologue involved a heartwrenching breakdown from
Shepard's doctor, played by
senior Hunter Christv
Tiu-

acton

maintain

an

unbroken intimacy with the
audience and an exhausting
intensity. Every pause is captivating. Every line packs a
punch. The audience may start
to squirm a bit at the twevhour
mark, but they continue to hang
uneven single word
This Theatre II production
is impressively professional
from start to finish While the
audieiu I is v\ .ntmg (or the play
to begin, the sound coming
fn>m the speakers is a montage
of music and news clips, setting precedence tor the show '|
emphasis on and effective use
of technology.

\1<W<.A\KII-Hl;ii«jff/«/r.*»i-/1j/*iJunior Hunter Christy performs In a scene as s preacher fending off
the media In a small town experiencing a horrific tragedy. "The
Laramie Project" runs In Theatre II through Oct. 12 at 8 p.m.

Halfway through the play,
the back curtain opens on an
intimidating wall of television
sets, all broadcasting more news
clips. At the same time, the stage
is swarmed with camera crews
and reporters. Flashes go off,
camera cords become entangled
and privacy is invaded in a
media barrage. The televisions
remain for a good portion of the
show as a silent, yet visually
busy background. The TV sets
push the audience close to sensory overload, but never go too
far. They reappear at the end of
the play for a final punch.
The trial scene at the end
of the play is particularly
well-structured — the man
on the stand is heavily lit and
the chorus of actors portraying the jury is sitting with
their backs to the audience.
The conversational, documentary style of the script lends
itself to an incredible nallajDi
and the actors are remarkably
subtle, (liven the challenging
structure of the show, son I
perhaps t(*> subtle. There is a
core of eight actors, each playing siv or seven characters. With
the rapid pacing of the transitions from monologue to monologue, it is hard to keep track of
who is who.
Therefore, it is difficult to
distinguish different char a,
ters played by the same actors.
Although the difficulty differentiating between characters is
mildly distracting, it does not
detract from the power of the
play. "I'm not looking at them
as characters. I'm looking at
them tO see the next thing
going on," audience member
H.imson Behl, ■ sophomore,
said. "It's hard to separate the

performance from the message, but it's convincing and
it's compelling."
Many aspects of the production and performance help
with character differentiation.
Costuming, designed by junior Mollie Helton, is crucial in
telling the characters apart.
Each core actor wears a base
costume of a white top and
black bottom, but he or she also
has a specific accessory assigned
to each of his or her characters,
be it glasses, a pink sweater or a
green hat. The appearance of
these items makes it much easier
to tell characters apart
The play is written about an
actual event that took place in
Laramie, Wyoming four years
ago, during which the real
Matthew Shepard was attacked
because he was gay. One of the
play's main points is this — the
fact that such brutaland undeserved violence exists anywhenat all means that people everywhere ATV capable of it. What
happened to Matthew Shepard
could happen to anyone. It
could have been a next-door
neighbor, a best friend.
"The Uramie IVojecf asks its
uulmvc to realize that. One of
Sorrentino's
characters,
a
Catholic priest, says, "Just deal
with what is true," and this play
tertainlv does.
Anyone with fears or a'grets,
anyone who has experienced k*s
and anyone with love or lute tor
another human being will find
"The Laramie Project" to be spectacularly relevant to his or her life.
"The laramie Pmject" will
run at Theatre II through
Saturday, Oct. 12. at 8 p.m. with
a midnight showing Friday
night. Tickets are $3.

II NN ACKRRMASIuuflptutovni/yiirr
Lead singer of lavababy, Robyn Banx, fronted the New
York City based, five-piece pop-rock group as they
rocked Hlghlawn Pavilion Tuesday night.

'Oh, lavababy!'
BY KATY KAIN

contributing writer
Highlawn Pavilion proved
to be hotter than usual
Tuesday night due to the
pros, rue of lavababy, a New
York City based, five-piece
rock-pop group, who performed as part of a promotional event for Sun Splash
lours. ,i company that lelll
Spring Break packages to college students.
Robyn Banx, lead vocals and
guitar, "Jen-Jen" Salzman,
vocals and keyboard. Miss
Bniwn, drums, Peter Cole, bass,
and Marc houanetti, guitar,
make up the awesome quintal
The group recently signed to
Liquid 8 Records and released

their debut album, "Big Muff,"
with the BMG-custributed label.
Backed by an eclectic gniup
Of musical influences lavaha
K I inspiration ranges from the1
likes

ot

the

Ramones

and

Metallica to HOs-influenced pop
such as Madonna
"I |ust try to rock as hard as
I can," Piouanetti said, whose
performance on the guitar
spoke for itself as he rocked
out on se\er,i| solos throughout the perform.met
The powerful vocals of Banx
— think Madonna meets Sheryl
Crow — backed by melodk
pop-nick runes gh« la\ ahaby a
sound similar to that of
Luscious Jackson or Veruca Salt.
see LEAVING, page 14
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Comedy culminates at 'A Flea'
Play in Latimer-Shaeffer Theatre provides laughter
BY ASHLEY MCCLELLAND

Senior Laura Rlley (left) and sophomore Laura Lawrence perform HI "A Flea In Her Ear" at the Latimer-Shaeffer Theatre.

contributing writer
As the audience sits in a
darkened theater, the loud
French music fades, the spotlights come on and the curtain
is parted. The house gasps as
they look upon an incredibly
built sitting room.
This wasn't the only reaction the cast of "A Flea in Her
Ear" received on opening
night Tuesday. Considered a
French farce, the play used
innuendoes, puns and physical humor to keep the audience rolling in the aisles.
"A Flea in Her Ear," written
by Georges Feydeau, is a comedy set in France about a
women and her friend trying
to catch her husband in the act
of cheating. The two women
write a love letter to the
"cheating" husband, and the
play continues to unwind itself
in a crazy mixed up manner.
Between insane characters
and people speaking in
Spanish, German or gibber-

ish, one might think they
would have a hard time following the story line, yet the
story is easy to figure out.
"It's amazing they can act
like they do and we still
know what is going on,"
audience member sophomore Gretchen Flack said.
The main themes are sex
and trust. The play uses sex as
A main source of humor and
shows people on the brink of
■flain. Everyone is allegedly
cheating, but no one really is.
This creates jealousy and an
odd scene where everyone is
trying to catch someone else
cheating on them.
The actors' portrayal of
the characters added to the
humor. All members of the
cast fit perfectly into their
roles and had the poise of
professional actors. Even
when a door on the set
would not open correctly,
they managed to stay in
character and play it off.
According to senior Tim

1,300 students listen in on 'The Great Debate' of marijuana
that college audiences usually support the legalization of
the plant.
Both speakers offered
intelligent, thought provok
ing closing remarks.
"I did not come here to
give you a license to smoke
tremendous amounts of
pot." Hager said. "Students
have one responsibility in
college. And that responsi
bility is to learn and get
their education, not to
smoke a joint before a calculus test. You have to respect
this plant."
Throughout the debate,
Stutman quoted tacts backed
by professional (ournals and
publications He also supported himself with experiences with the DEA.
Hager too, pulled information from books, such as the

aforementioned
'Understanding Marijuana."
Throughout the night, Hager
made it clear what he preach. i from "how 1 feel
inside my heart."
Stutman, on the other
hand, stood firm with his
statistics and although he
added personal experiences
at times, he relied heavily
on leading facts to support
his opinion
Toward the end of the
debate, in a more humorous
attempt to smoke his opponent, Hager personally
invited Stutman to .111 all
expenses paid trip to
Amsterdam courtesy of
HIGH TIMES.
Hager said, "I look forward to a stoned conversation with Bob."
Not surprisingly. Stutman

According to set and lighting
designer Richard Finkelstein,
the set crew began working on
the enormous set a month ago.
"The set is amazing," junior
Conner Fux said, who played
Camille Chandebise. "It is
incredibly elaborate and huge. It
was a lot of work."
The crew created two sets.
Each included several doors
and entire walls. The second
scene set had a ceiling as
well.
This
show
is
Finkelstein's first at JMU. He
said he based this design on
a set he had used previously.
He also used some ideas
from a London production of
this same play because of the
unique traffic flow needed
for the second scene. The second scene set included a
small staircase and about
seven doorways.
"A Flea in Her Ear" is running through Oct. 12 at 8p.m. in
I ati mer-Shaeffer
Theatre.
Tickets are S8 for the general
public and $6 with a JAC card.

Leaving impressions

Statistics vs. 'heart' fills Wilson Hall
STATISTICS, from pagt 1J
filled to capacity, indicating
the popularity of the issue of
the legalization ol marijuana.
Although
student!
respectfully listened to both
HUB and Slutman deliver
their opening statements, the
climate changed onic students stepped to the mic and
attempted to rally a debate
with their own questions.
Based on the direction of
questions, it appeared that
most
student
speakers
favored the legalization of
marijuana. Some argued that
the illegality of marijuana
violated First Amendment
rights while others questioned health concerns surrounding the plant.
Student rebuttals did not
appear to surprise Stutman
or Hager. who both admitted

Bambara, who played Herr
Schwarz, "Timing for the
humor was difficult for this
play. You always have to be
on cue. because there is a lot
of physical humor."
Sophomore Laura Lawrence,
who
played
Lucienne
Homenides de Histangua,
agreed that the comedy was difficult. "It's such a long play that
it's hard keeping the energy
up," Lawrence said. 'To capture
the ridicule of it all you need
energy for it to work."
Besides keeping the audience rolling in laughter, some of
the technical aspects of the play
made it something to remember
"The elaborate costumes
were nice, they really fit the
period," freshman Corey
Kisner said. Each actor wore
clothing that appeared to
have come straight from the
early 1900s. Everything from
their hats to their underwear
fit the time.
The most amazing part of
this play was the set design.

fumed down the offer, but left
many students envious of the
1 I ifetime opportunity.
Students felt that it was a
well-rounded debate.
"You got to hear both sides
of the argument and M\ educati\( listener could decide for
himself," sophomore Chris
Chappelear said.
Although Stutman had
more concrete evidence to
support
his
argument,
Hager remained confident
in his stance on the issue to
the very end.
"You know what's going
to happen once it's legalized," he said. "Wi
going to go out on our front
lawns, roll a phatty, look
.11 TOSS the street to our neigh
bors and yell, "You too?' and
we're going to have the
biggest party in the world."

LEAVING, from page 13
Radio-friendly songs such as
"Sex Junkie," "If I Didn't Have
U" and "Brand New Mood"
help to showcase a sound of
"the very best of grrrl-power
and energetic 'dude-rock' all
rolled into one," as described
by
their
Web
site at
www.hvababy.com. A collaborative effort, lavababy's song
writing was witty, smart and a
breath of fresh air compared to
current trite and bubble gumpop drool.
Tuesday's
show
at
Highlawn marked yet another
stop on a tour of college
crowds for lavababy. The lack
of a strong turnout due to a
performance time set before
the student crowd tends to
pour in on a Tuesday night
did not prevent lavababy
from impressing those who
were present with their energized stage presence.
Lavababy has played all
over the NYC rock club cir-

cuit of the Lower East Side,
first performing at NYC's
infamous Arlene's Grocery.
They also have performed at
well-known clubs in the area,
such as Luna Lounge and
Don Hills
The band finally will play at
Continental, the legendary rock
club and home to the Ramones
Nov. 2 at a show sponsored by
CM] Music lournal.
"We're the most un-New
York. New York band," Cole
said, referring to the band's goal
to spread out nationally.
However,
lavababy
already has received much
recognition, highlighted in
regional and national publications such as "The Village
Voice" and Billboard.
Perhaps one of the greatest things going for lavababy
is their down-to-earth, goall-out attitude.
"We're having a great time
and it's awesome to be on the
road," Miss Brown said.

Universal Study Abroad Scholarship

The JMU Office of International Programs
is pleased to announce
six $2,500 scholarships for semester
abroad programs in Antwerp, Florence,
London, Martinique, Paris and Salamanca!

Application Deadline: November 15, 2002
Applicants must be admitted or have applied to one of
the following JMU semester programs to be eligible for
the scholarship:
Fall 2003, Spring 2004 or Summer 2004
In Florence, London, or Salamanca
Fall 2003 or Spring 2004 In Antwerp or Paris
__

Summer 2004 in Martinique

To apply for the scholarship, students must submit a separate letter of
consideration with Iheir sludy abroad application This letter must slate
thai he/she wishes to be considered for the scholarship and why. Any
financial need musl be addressed in this letter, as well as any academic
achievements This letter musl be Sdbmltled with a completed study
abroad application no later than November 19,2002
For students who have already applied to sludy abroad for fall 2003,
spnng or summer 2004, a letter ol consideration for the scholarship must
II be submitted by November 15,2002

For further details, visit the OIP website at www.jmu.edu/lnternational/itudyabroad

STYLE

Animal House of Mason Street
Stripper pole, kegerator keeps Swim House swimmin' with parties
BY BRENNA WALTON

style editor
This is the latest in a series of
articles in which the style editor
lakes a lour of some of the most
interesting student liomes at fMU.
The Delta Tau Chi house, the
mischievous fraternity immortalized in John Hughes' classic,
"Animal House," had an
.in.ilomic.illy correct glass mermaid behind the bar whose
breasts were the home of the fraternity's goldfish.
Well, the Swim House on
Mason Street has a gold-painted
"stripper pole" in the basement.

But like the inhabitants of the
Animal House, they also have a
bar and seem to know how to
have a good time.
It's 2 p.m. and of the six guys
that live in the "Swim House,"
several of them seem just to be
rolling out of bed. Once seniors
Jesse Nielsen, Brody Reid, Lee
Shirke, Jeremy Bergman, junior
Geoff Meyer and sophomore
Adam Gathman all have congregated on the front porch for
their "Cribs" photo shoot Sept.
21, the fatal question of what
exactly makes this house
"Cribs" worthy is asked.

Left: Sophomore Adam Gathman relaxes on his water bed MI
the Swim House. Below: The iix roomatet lounge on their
front porch overlooking Mason Street.
all phuoi by MORGAN RILHL/iiuff/*«,^rap*„

miiimmiiiiiii
College Park - Ashby Crossing

"We live here, isn't th.it
enough?" Reid wyt
Bergman saves his roommate's butt by offering, "It's not
the house, but the chemistry of
the people that live here/'
Mason Street traditionally
has been the home of a
"Swim House," where generations of varsity swimmers
have lived. All of the roommates are either current or
former teammates.
There is even a surfboard
that has been passed down
from one group to the next, a
sort of "passing of the torch,"
a rite of passage if you will. It
serves many functions, a
cardtable, among others
The house itself probably is
not unlike most of the houses
and apartments inhabited by a
group of guys in this or any
other college town — kind of
messy, "borrowed" signs on the
wall from the Godwin pool area
in particular, collages of photos
of what can be remembered
from some of their more memorable nights.
As the youngest, Gathman
usually is subjected to goodnatured teasing and pranks
courtesy of the other roommates. One such example
involves a novelty beer hel-

met and being stuffed into a
closet not much bigger than a
high school locker.
It seems each roommate
plays their own role. Nielsen
is the unofficial leader, Reid is
the smartass who will warm
up after awhile, Bergman is
the nice guy, Meyer is the
"strong silent type" and
Shirke is pretty much up for
anything, including climbing
on the roof and volunteering
to sample the goods" from
the kegerator for photos.
However, the real fun is in
the basement. A random pole
has been spray painted and
turned into a "stripper pole,"
on which female party guests
are encouraged to display
their talents. A "kegerator"
compliments the bar, which
allows the roommates to brew
their own beer. They claim to
host "the best non-fratemity
basement parties at JMU."

It's not hard to believe.
An hour after the initial
awkward meeting on the front
porch, the guys have opened
up with some funny stories,
offered a look into each of their
rooms, extended a party invite
and provided some much-welcomed insight into the male
group dynamic.
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FREE
PASSPORT
EVENT
Ashby is now accepting
applications for next fall.

Come in early and reserve a
spot in the building you want!

1191 Devon Lane
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Harrisonburg, VA 22801
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You can now place any ad in The
Breeze with your credit card!
It's as easy as ...

11

Make
contact

*/\

\

Call, fax or e-mail the ad. Or come to
our office in the basement of
Anthony-Seeger Hall.
Phone: 568-6127. Fax: 568-568-6736.
E-mail: the_breeze@jmu.edu.

ffl

Learn more about local internships
and work opportunities at the next
Society of Professional Journalists
meeting.

%

^g

VISA

Pay for your ad with a credit card,
cash or check.
Classifieds are $3 for the first 10 words. $2 for each additional 10 words
(ex. a 20-word clavdied is only $5).
Call for display advertising information and talk to an advertising executive.

Monday, October 14, 4 p.m.
Anthony-Seeger Auditorium
Nonmembers welcome.
For more information, call 568-8084.

Get
results!

Representatives from Gannett, Daily News-Record, Northern Virginia
Daily, North Fork Journal, Shenandoah Journal, WMRA, Montpelier,
The Breeze will be in attendance.

MADISON MADNESS 2002
FRIDAY OCTOBER 11TH
The First 300
Students receive a Free
Madison Madness
T-Shirtl

presents...

with

German

Doors Open at 10:30 PM
Festivities Begin at 11:15 PM
THINK YOU GOT GAME? THEN PROVE IT!

Enter the Student 3-Point Shootout and
the Student Slam Dunk Competition!

WINNERS RECEIVE FREE BOOKS FOR A SEMESTER!
Sign-ups at UREC Mon. Oct. 7 -Thurs. Oct. 10!

Enter for a chance to win your tuition for the year!
All you have to do is Beat the Buzzer! Enter the Tuition for a Year
at UREC or at Madison Madness...One lucky contestant will be
selected at Midnight Madness

For more information, contact JMU Athletic Marketing at 568-6461 • Visit www.jmusports.com

THURSDAY. OCT.

SPORTS
SWIMMING

u Midnight Madness
Basketball lo kick off
season with fun festivities
for students, community.

Scoreboard
Wsdiwsday, Oct. »
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The swim team, at least on the
JMU campus, is tighter than
most teams that I see visually."

VdkytMll
Loyola IMa.l

BRODY REID

senior, men's swimming

S*e story Date*

& DIVING

Swimming

McLaren
hopes hard
work pays
offin'02-'03

Saw story

MM

to

suo

Holm Dahl
talented
team player
BY JESS HANEBURY

senior writer

BY STEPHEN HARTZELL

contributing writer
Though |ohn McUren is
not a football plavi-t. luworkout regiment in
recent muntlv. urt.iinly has
ban lilting of one. The redshirt senior swimmer, who has
■Mil oi possibly becoming an
Olympic swimmer in the near
future, dedicated his entire
summer to the sport hi' loves.
"I did a lot of power lifting,
siniil.ir In what football players do," McLaren, a \ni;ini,i
Beach native said "Short, realIs intrns.' workouts."
Men's swimming coach
Matt Barany slid of McLaren's
dedication. "John's been going
really hard at the weights this
summer, and his work ethic
has just been absolutely amazing He knows it's his last year
at this and wants to make it
worth his while."
After bursting onto the colk-i;i' scene his freshman year
wilh a hrst-pUv tinish at the
'98
Colonial
Athletic
Association championships ip
the 50 freestyle, McLaren took
conference Rookie Swimmer
"I Ihc V.ir tumors Mcl-iren is
also recently is coming off of
ill.1 sirongest performance of
his career, swimming a JMUrecord 11.97 seconds in the 50
vr HIGH, page IS
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Red-shirt senior John McLaren, left, and senior Jaaslca Holm Dahl will look to continue the success of JMU's swimming program.

It's always the quiet ones,
isn't it? Women's swimming coach Nancy Bercaw
described senior swimmer
Jessica Holm Dahl as possessing "a quiet strength that
deserves recognition because
it amid go easily unnoticed."
Holm Dahl, a senior swimmer fn>m Stolkholrn. Sweden is
built like a true swimmer — tall,
thin and broad shoulders—but
you'd never know it from talking to her on the phone. Her soft
spoken voice is just loud
enough to hear her, but just soft
enough that you have to listen
with special attention.
While she is a strong individual competitor, she prefers
to simply be a memeber of the
team. In fact, the team aspect
is what she likes best about
swimming at JMU compared
to in Sweden. "Swimming in
Sweden is more individual,"
Holm Dahl said. "Here it's
HO much about the team and
the team winning and the
team effort."
Holm Dahl's best times of
1:05:90 in the 100-yard breaststroke and 2:21:20 in the 200yard breaststroke definitely
are worthy accomplishments.
However, she recalls her
favorite moment as being a
see HOLM DAHL. page U

Swimming, diving teams excited about season
BY STEPHEN AT\W I I

contributing writer
Returning veteran swimmers and new leadership are
the key factors to.
mi ,'s
and women's swimming teams
heading into the 2(X)2 Mm.
The men's team returns 12
swimmers, whik' the women
boasts six key veterans and will
be led by new head coach
Nancy Bercaw. The men | dftvc
team consists of three members
and the women's team is comprised of five members under
coach Rhonda Kttrii
The men's team looks to
regain the Colonial Athletic
Association regional title .liter
finishing as a runner-up in the
2002 season.
"Wv have a tradition of winning championships." men's
coach Matt Barany said. "We
have won nine and obviously

10 is a nice round number. They
are focused and motivated and
we would like to go for it."
According to Baranv, the
University of North CarolinaWilmington, George Mason
University and Old Dominion
University will present the
greatest challenges for JMU en
mute to winning the championship. The team is led by a triumvirate ot senior captains,
Ryan Hegna, BnxJy Reid and
Patrick Stockton.
"The swim team, at least
on the JMU campus, is tighter
than most teams that I see
visually," Reid said. "It is
almost like a family — we eat
together, we play together and
we work together"
Bercaw embarks on her
inaugural season as the
women's swimming coach. She
comes tmm Ste\ ens Institute of

Technology where she coached
the women's team to the
Skyline
Conference
Championship in Division III.
JMU is led by three senior captains — Amanda Coyle,
Rebecca Guy and Maria
Hansbnmgh.
"We are very excited about
having a new coach and an
awesome season," Guy said. "1
have nothing but great
thoughts for the season."
The men's dive team is
comprised of freshmen Will
Waite, sophomore Drew Jordan
and senior Dan Rotach
According to Rotach, the te.im
will face its toughest competition
at
the
Maryland
lnMt.ition.il when*, among others, it will meet North Camlina
State University and the
University of Maryland.
The women's dive team is

led by juniors Bnx>ke Carroll
and AJ Kass, both of whom
placed last year at the CAA
Championship. Its toughest
competition will be George
Mason and UNO Wilmington.
"Besides being strong and
talentiil, this is a team with a lot
of character," Bercaw said.
"They want to work harder
than ever. And they want to
send a message to our conference: Scholarships don't make a
team faster, determination and
desire do. It makes me think of
that MasterCard commercial
Cap and goggles: $10. New
Speedo: $50. Swimming for
James Madison: Priceless."
Both teams open their seasons Oct. 19 with a meet against
the College of William & Mary
Ivlore n-tuming home to tare
George Washington University
the folkiwing weekend.

IH h PHOTO/Anon Voter
Member* of the women's swim team dive In during an event
at the Dukes' Purple A Gold meet last Friday. The women's
team will took to find success under new coach Nancy
Bercaw. The swimming and diving team will open Its season
Oct. 19 against the College of WHIIam & Mary.

FOOTBALL

BASKETBALL

Hens riding high as
JMU heads to Delaware

Midnight Madness returns to JMU

BY TRAVIS CLINGENPEEI.

senior writer
Pi.it sound you heard the firsl
weekend of the year was 22,000
University of Delawan1 tans
doing a double take simultaneously as the Blue Hens debuted
an offense under first year coach
KC Kivler that utilized four
wide receivers and no huddle.
The change was drastic from
former coach Tubby Raymond's
famous ivlavvare Wing-T and
has |MU
coach
Mickey
Matthews' staff watching a lot
of film in order to prepare for
the new offense.
"They take the best team
picture in
the league,"
Matthews said. "They look
really good on film "
I ,ist week against No. 11
Northeastern University, the
Blue Hens racked up 427 total
offensive vards against the best
defense in the Atlantic 10. The
Dukes' defense has been simu
lating defending a no-huddk'
offense this week in practice
\mc times out of 10 you
have enough time," Matthews
said ot making necessary substitutions and defensive play

calling. "You have to be quick
about it and you have to be
smart about it."
Matthews admitted that the
hardest part of defending a nohuddle offense is simulating it
m practice with the practice
squad and that preparing for
Raymond's Wing-T provided a
greater challenge to defend.
Delaware quarterback Andy
Hall might pmve to be the greatest challenge to JMU, having
rushed for 72 yards and passed
for 211 against the Huskies
"They looked like they were
playing tag and Andy Hall was
never it," Matthews said.
JMU will look to come out
against the run and gun Blue
Hens' offense in the Dukes'
usual 4-3 defense, but also will
mix in nickel and dime packages, according to Matthews
JMU's
defensive
unit
stepped up Saturday as they
limited the University of Maine
|0 just 13ft yards in trv first half
and 0-7 on third-down conversions The Black Bears finished
with 277 yards and wen- 2-for-l 2
see DUKES, page 18

Men's, women's basketball teams to host night of fun for student body
BY DREW WILSON

raadison
10:30 p.m. Convo doors open
11:18 p.m. Student 3 point ond
dam dunk contests
11:30 p.m. Finals of both student contests
11:40 p.m. Dukettes' dance routine
11:50 p.m. Cheerleaders' routine
11:53 p.m. Team highlight videos
12:01a.m. Men's ond Women's teams
introduced
12:10 a.m. Women's team scrimmage
12:35 a.m. Men's team scrimmage
12:46 a.m. Student shoots for a yeor's tuition

SARAH STANrT7;»?m/>/rm rtiilor

sports editor
Midnight Mildness is back.
After a two-year absence at
JMU, the event that signifies
and celebrates the official date
that college basketball teams
can start practicing returns to
the
Convocation
Center
Friday night. The doors open
at 10:30 p.m. and festivities
kick off at 11:15 p.m.
Among the activities are a
student 3-point contest and a
student slam-dunk compehtion.
Students can enter by signing
up at UKi:C by Thursday. The
winners ot each event will
ri\ei\e fnv books for a semester, valued at $200.
Students also can sign up for
a chance to win fnv tuition for a
M ar, \ ilued atSlOJMO.Onecontestan. svfj be chosen to attempt
to make . 'ayup, free throw, 3pointer at 1 a half-court shot in
24 seconds for the prize.
"I think we've put a lot into
making sure that it could be a
fun experience for not only our
players, but for the fans, the students and the folks in the com-

munity," men's basketball coach
Sherman I hi lard said.
Women's basketball coach
Bud Childers said, "I think the
real thrill of Midnight Madness
is more of a celebration for the
student body and the team
together that basketball season is
going to be upon us very soon."
After the 3-point contest
and the slam-dunk competition, as well as performances
from the Dukettes and the
cheerleaders, there will be
highlight videos and a count
down to 12:01 a.m. Then both
the women's and men's teams
will be introduced, and each
team will take the floor for a 10minute scrimmage. Following
the scrimmages, the student
who is chosen will attempt to
win free tuition for a year
Student Duke Gub President
Mark Hoskins said he is glad
that a Midnight Madness event
has returned to JMU.
"We are very excited about
Mulmght Madness returning to
JMU," Hoskins said. "Many
see DIUARD, page 1$
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Dillard,
Childers to
host rally at
Convo
DILLARD, from page 17
students aren't aware of the tradition our basketball program
has. This kind or event was part
of that tradition and something
that the students looked forward to every year. It's great to
see it coming back and hopefully catch on for years to come."
Both Dillard and Childers
are happy to see the event
return as well.
"I'm looking forward to
having it this year," Dillard
said. "I think three years ago
was the last time we had one. 1
really appreciated the turnout
by the students and the folks in
the community. And for some
reason or another, we let two
years slip by without having
one. There were circumstances
with timing and which weekend it fell on and things like
that that precluded us from
having it, but we're excited
about having it this year. I
know, as the consensus of my
team, they are all looking forward to this opportunity "

Minnesota
Miami
New Orleans
Green Bay
Indianapolis
With his 7-4 week, Popeye pulls even with the Real Deal for Who's TOUT
the lead, "sparking" a heated battle for the top spot.
As mentioned last week, Popeye stocked up on the "spinach" and it seems to
be paying off for now. However, the spotlight already is getting to Popeye's
head, as he is now taking applications for those who think they are worthy of
dating the possible champ.
Meanwhile, the Deal seems to be taking the tie hard, disguising himself from the
real world. Though there is plenty of time left, the Deal's latest succession of mediocre
weeks have cost him. Wilson suggested the Deal call a certain "has-been" television
psychic that Wilson had a connection with last year in order to help the slide.

46-

.../ think the players
have always been in
favor of doing it. I just
think it's long
overdue...

HIGH, from page V
free, a time that until recently
was also a conference record.
Heading into his fifth and
final year of collegiate swimming, McLaren has high aspirations for himself.
"I'd like to make the NCAA
A-cut (a time erf 19.74 in the 50 free
qualifies)," McLaren said. "It's an
automatic bid to the nationals,
and you get to be on ESPN."
Don't let McLaren fool you
though, ESPN is not his only
priority. However, with the
amount of attention bound to
go towards McLaren and his
quest for nationals, McLaren is
quick to point out that swimming still, first and foremost, is
a team sport.
"One of my biggest goals
entering the year is to win another CAA title," McLaren said. "We
lost last year, but JMU has taken
nine out of the last 11 championships. We've got a great shot at
claiming it back this year."

- Bud Childers

55

McLaren added, "A lot of
guys have been swimming really fast this year, and everyone
looked good at the intra-squad
meet List week. Everyone's really excited."
Aside from the praise he
receives from his coaches,
McLaren's also very well-respected in the eyes of his teammates.
"John's times speak for
themselves, yes, but he's an
excellent role model for this
team, both in his character
and work ethic," senior captain Brody Reid said. "He
really motivates this team."
As far as for what happens
after JMU, the sociology major
is keeping his options open.
"The guy that broke my CAA
record last year is training with
the US. national sprint team,
with two gold medalists from the
Olympics," McLaren said. "If I
can get my time down, I could be
in California next year working
out with the Olympic team."

RACHELLE LACHOIX//*mYi rduar
R«M*t unior John McLaren has Oryrnptc hopM for hit Anal yaar.

Speaking of Wilson, Sunday's haven t been to nice to him After
two consecutive weeks of being undefeated after Saturday's games, a
dismal Sunday killed his record. However, on a good note, Wilson has been moving closer to the lead and is still right on Popeye's and the Deal's coat tails.
Da boss has maintained her consistency and gets to keep her picture for at least
one more week. Looks like her method of actually looking to see what team's
records are is paying off instead of her "pick the favorite city" method.
This week's guest predictor is the playa hater. After weeks of constant harrassment,
she finally makes her debut. Can she halt the guest predictor slide or will the hatin' continue on? Stay tuned.

Dukes prepare for
new look
Blue Hens

RACHH I F. LACROlX/pfcMo eJimr
Senior Jessica Holm Dahl looks to go out with a bang In '02.

Holm Dahl keeps positive
stance entering final season
HOIM DAHL, from page 17
meet when the whole ream did
well, against East Carolina
University during her sophomoreyear ('00(.
The year before |ECU] had
beaten us and won the conference
title," Holm Dahl said. "The second we stepped in there we were
*> confident. We were so aggressive and we just went for it. It was
like the roof almost lifted."
Teammates look to Holm Dahl
— or 'Sweden' as her teammates
appropriately have nicknamed
her — for her strength and dedication. "Every practice she works
hard which makes other people
want to work just as hard," senior
teammate and roommate Marie
Hansbrough said.
Despite her quiet appearance, Holm Dahl is definitely a
physical force to be reckoned
with. "Her biggest strength is,
in fact, her strength," Bercaw
said. "She's incredibly tough
and aggressive in the pool and

the weight room despite her
calm demeanor."
Holm
Dahl said she
depends on her strength and
endurance to help her win her
races. "The last part of the 100,
that's where I put in my
attack," Holm Dahl said of the
200 breaststroke. "I definitely
have a long stroke suitable for
the 200 breaststroke."
Holm Dahl said she is
anticipating her fourth and
final year on the team. "I
want to go out with a bang,"
Holm Dahl said. "This year,
I'm trying to go on a positive
spiral up instead of down and
just look at everything in a
positive way.
"I want to be aggressive and
go out there and just feel like
I've done everything I possibly
can after I've swam."
A soft-spoken powerhouse,
Holm Dahl has every intention
of making her last year on the
team her best.

DVKES.frompagtU
on third downs. The Dukes had
surrendered 530 yards to
Villanova University the previous weekend.
"The only adjustment we
made was our chinstrap,"
Matthews said. "We played
harder and smarter."
Keeler has made changes of
his own defensively in
Newark, moving from the 4-3
that Raymond utilized to what
Matthews described as a 5-2.
"Delaware's defense totally
stoned |Northeastern], that's
concerning," Matthews said.
Offensively, Matthews is
confident in his squad despite
their inability to produce
points against Maine in last
weekend's 17-6 loss. Matthews
said that no one this season
has moved the ball offensively
against the Black Bears like the
Dukes did, but IMI' just failed
to convert on scoring opportunities in the red zone.
Going into Delaware stadium, the largest in the
league, Matthews is concerned with ensuring that
his squad maintains composure in the face of a hostile
crowd. "They're going to
make some plays and get the
crowd loud," Matthews said.
"You can't take them out of
it forever"
Matthews admitted that
as JMU recruits against
Delaware for nearly every
player, that there is the
atmosphere of a conference
rivalry whenever the Dukes
and Blue Hens meet up.
"It's more than very competitive when we play each
other,"
Matthews
said.
"Because we're playing one
of our rivals, there's a little
hitch in our step this week."

prcfl&unj*-
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Minnesota
Denver
Washington
New England
Indianapolis

Popeye?

High aspirations fuel
McLaren's last run in '02

women's basketball coach

Childers said, "I was disapCled to see it go away. I've
a part of Midnight
Madness at different places for
a long time and I thought the
one we had here [three years
ago] was a lot of fun. V\fe didn't
have it the last couple of years
... but I think the players have
always been in favor of doing it.
I just think it's long overdue
coming back and I hope we can
make it an annual, traditional
thing beginning in the future."
Both teams, as well as the
Student Duke Club and the
marketing department for
JMU athletics, hope to receive
a large turnout for the event.
The marketing department
'-as placed posters across
campus and the Student
Duke Club will be handing
out flyers Thursday on the
commons to get students, as
well as the community, interested in the event.
Dillard said, "I've been
approached by a number of
folks on campus, the supermarket and the community,
and the response I've gotten
from folks, because we're having Midnight Madness, has
been very positive and I think
that's a sign perhaps it's going
to be a good night for us."
Don Sawyer, director cf
marketing for JMU athletics
said, "It's a unique way to
kick off the year ... and it's an
exciting way to introduce
your basketball programs to
your student body and to
your public as well. It's just a
neat, festive thing to do to create awareness and excitement
about your program and making this as the official start of
basketball season."

Detroit
Miami
New Orleans
New England
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Minnesota
Miami
New Orleans
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BAR!

ICECREAM

Jlavorofthe
Week:

Buy One Combo Meat.

Get Second
Half Off!

Downtown: 433-3017

Hfo^U/gfre&W ])

Exp. IOJ7«M_

FEE1ING SPIRITUALLY DISCONNECTEDP

Biue R,d
••-""

Alignment
Brakes

i§riRE

434-5935
Expire: 10-24-02

oar ^^

Batteries
State Inspections

"We respect the inherent worth and dignity of every person."
We provide an atmosphere to assist you in

Inc.

realizing your own spititual path.

$16.95
r.Oil

Change
E Market SI At Furnace Rfl

For further information about JMU campus meetings,
contact Merle Wenger mrfurn@msn.com

Harrisonburg Unitarian Universalists
33 WEST 5 MILES TO DALE ENTERPRISE

TAKE

http://HUUweh.orR

Phone: 867-0073

Sunday Worship 10:30 AM
I

THURSDAY, OCT.
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rL/iSSLl LlEl2
IMS Fort Cento** - 5 speed. V6.
64.000 miles, great shape, new
tires, battery. Perfect student carl
$4,395. best offer. 679 9947

FOR RENT
eellng Cti«M<? Compare our
■ houses, duplexes and
iiimenis. See photos, prices
I current availability for 2003 ■
i at www.cmaepnjptriy.eom.
- ta ••Brssea Heeee • 3 4
h». 165 N. High, Individual/
kroup. Immediate availabillly. Call
■ 28 0464 Also taking group
Reservations for 2003/2004.
Large room*, appliances, porch.
i In Tswwfcau— - A. MM - ,.
I semester. E-mail Anthony,
ca*e>jmu edu (or more
llnformation. Very flexible, under
|t300/month

| PARK APARTMENTS
1.1. & .1 bedroom*

MasaMuttea * .me Share - 4th
week Sept.. 1st week Oct Sleeps
8, full kitchen, jacuzri. sauna,
double deck $5.000/wh„ o.b.o.
70*2554712.
S Meee •'earl Drum Sal • rack,
double pedal, maple snare. Paiste
symbais. $2,700. Contact Gavin,
540*872861

Short lerm !.-•»<» optional
Fet frtendl) community
Call (540) 433-2621
aerncAwJaaLcomor taauaOaOLiaa
Lqual Homing Opponunily

SALE
Hand-Wrapped Beeswax Candle
hoWersI Gift & *hr<rt 22* '« Main

Eajn$l,000-S2.000thn
■■master with a proven
t'jinpusrundmuer S hour
fundraising event.
Our programs make
fuedratilageai} with ae riikt.

LOST A FOUND
Loot: Palm PHo* • with black/blue
cover Can 438-3121. Reward if
found

rundraising date* ire filling quickly.
to jet with the program! It wort*
Contact Cam put Iundraiur
ii«nK.Mi.i:>(.„f M.M
w*r* ca'HpuifunJrdittr t t>m

Washer - Kenmore. compact,
excellent condition (I paid $500),
$200 Dryer - Whrlpooi, stacUjbte,
small to medium sued, $60. Call
B74-2306

Attention Spring Breakers - Travel
free 2003 Free trips, parties.
and meal*. Party with MTV.
Hottest destinations Moat
reliable. Call 1800426 7710
www. iun$pisttrtours com

HELP WA

Corporate apsrtmcal
home* available

Clubs • Student Groups

IMS Ford Bronco H ■ 4WD. \ ,nch
lift, good condition, greet fo> fourwheeling. 12,500, or best offer.
CaM54O4360681

Gai provided lor heal.
ceeklag It hot water
Option for ALL I III in
Inclailoa

Deelre Tlmesfiare Marketing • is
looking to fill several positions, a
pleasant voice desired. Sales
knowledge a plus, but we at*
willing to tram the right person.
Shifts open 4 p.m. • 9 p.m., Mon •
Fri. and 10 am 2 pm Saturday
and Sunday. You determine your
own pay. Call 433-1441.

Fraternities • Sororities

Bartender Trainee* Needed • $250
a day potential. Local positions.
1 80029*3985. eat. 215.
Information Systems Assistant •
The RMH wellness Center is
seeking a dedicated end focused
individual to manage Information
on it's web page Experience
creating and maintaining a web
page i* preferred. Call Brian Clark.
564-5694.
S Fun Sales Peettrone • open at
Valley Mall $6 - S28/hour. Must
have outgoing, fun personality.
Sales experience a plus Call
437 1038,

TRAVEL

WsJtresacs Needed - Apply at
Jess' Lunch. Must be available
to work lunches. Sophomores
and juniors preferred.
ILSOO WeeMy PatentM • mailing
our circulars. Free information. Call
203-6830202.
DJ's Needed - Experience reot»/ed.
Pleas* call Fun Zone Skating
Center. 4331834.
Exetie Daaeere Wanted excellent pay and benefits. Call
Kevin. 246-6047 or Male. 607O433
Heeoltallty/Marketlng Majors
Flexible hour*. 15 20 hours Hotel
sales. Fa* resume 433-9494.

•1 Spring Break Vocational 110%
best prices! Mexico. Jamaica.
Bahamas. Flonda, Texas Book now
and receive frs* parties and
meals. Campus reps wanted)
1-800234-7007
tndlas ■ lurnmtr (ours com
01 Serlag Break - Free trips,
parties, meals. Lowest price*.
Parties with MTV/Jerry Springer.
Featured with MSNBC. Better than
ever) www.sunsp'asnrours com
1*00426-7710

Spring Break 2003 - is now
sponsored by Student Express!
Cancun, Acapuico. Maratian,
Jamaica. Bahamas. South Padre,
Las Vegas. Florida, and ibna.
Book early and get free meals!
Student Express sponsors the
best parties and it now hiring
salaried Salespeople. Campus
Reps and On site Staff. Contact
www.ttuoentoxpress.com or 1 800787 3787 for details
111 Early Specials! Spring Break
Bahamas party cruise! 5 day*
$2991 includes meal* parties!
Awesome beaches, nightlife!
Departs from Florida! Get group go free! sprmgaVeefcr'avefcorn
180O«78«3S6

HI Early Spring Break SeoclaK!
Cancun & Jamaica from $429'
Free breakfast, dinners & parties1
Award winning company! Group
leaders free! Florida vacations from
$149! *prv)gbrea*Travef.corn
l«0067ft«386

Long Distance 3.9 cent*/
minute • No fees No 1O10. Call
1-866-366 3489
htfp ."beetrate* ncool net

Aet Newl Guarantee the best
*prmg break prices! South Padre,
Cancun, Jamaica. Bahamas.
Acapuico, Florida, and Mardxgras
Travel free, reps needed, earn
$$$ Group discount* for 6*. Call
1-888-THINKSUN (1-B88«44*578.
dept 2626.)
www. spWngbreakdrSCOunrs. com

Skydlvel One day first Tandem
skydive* from 2 1/2 mile* up!
22 jumper aircraft, JMU student
discount*' Call 1877 348 3759
(877 DlVESKY)
www.sfcydrveofan^ com

PERSONALS

Spring
Break
2003 with
StudomCMy.eoml R/tnp air. hotet.
free food and 150% lowest price
guarantee! Rep* wanted' Organize
15 friends, earn 2 free trips. VIP
treatment, cash and prizes to
promote StudentCity.com! Cal
1-800 293 1445 or email
sskiSsHtudentcity com today'

AMU Sarlag ■reefc-.Art yes Boats?
Then go Direct! Book now and get
guaranteed lowest price, free meals,
and free insurance! Campus rep*
wanted! Organize some friend* •
travel free! We have zero customer
complaints!
1 800 367 1252
www spnrsjrjrsahxSrect.com

SERVICES

Waartedl Baring Breakers! SCV
wants to send you on Spring] Break
2003 to Cancun. AcapuKO. Maeaflan.
Jamaca or the Bahamas for free! Cad
now « 1-60O-7954786 or email at
saatseHuncoastvacations com.

Place your ad today!

568-6127
Subscribe to
The Breeze!
Receive a full year of
The Breeze/

Iblxa Foam Partyl Crann jp your
next party with mountain* of foam'
Unbe'ievabie results. Equipment/
operator rental. Call Charles.
2899677 or 296-1184.

$80 for first class mall

NOTICE

Please send your name,
address & money to
TTie BVeaie
James Madison University
Ant ho y-Seegor Hall
MSC 6*05
Harrleonburg, VA 22807

For more information and
asuMarfcr rcgardtef the
investigation of financing huura
cfponustbts. consn tit
Better Busincu Bureau, be
I-SSS-S33-SM1

#1 Spring •rash Operator!
Awesome deals on packages with
Ire* meal plans for Cancun A
Jamaica. Book by October 31st.
Call ua today, 1866-273-2500.
-ww. •agaoondtounj.com

ADVERTISE IN
THE BREEZE!

Recycle this Breeze!

Sow accepting
BVBBBYCSWBU

Visa or Master Card

Thank you.

It's now a Breeze to place a classified ad.
Thursday - Karaoke
Friday -The Worx
/ Saturday - The Wory
V.
Sunday - Free Pool
^- —Monday ~4N£ Talent Search

1950-A DEYERLE AVE.

HARRISONBURG

CHECK US OUT ONLINE

Bubble Tea

Use your credit card!
Phone: 568-6127.
Fax: 568-568-6736.
E-mail: the_brceze@jmu.edu.

Al5ton5pub.com

The i,
Kaflit

Got Books?

Kktsch

Wi diltftflt Ift itfiwiino,
mi

locacad in dw;

K tostts graotl!
(We also have great tatting
Espresso Drinks)

S40-a7*-2ia3
Rt. 42 S Dayton \M 22*21
Thur-S«t8-«

YELLOW CAB

aSr ^**aa_a^

,

A

'

•-"»

UxotodlSminults
™ihofJMU,
~*f»e*n Hatrisonburg i Slourrton.
Wei 81 to nit ?40;
turn nn> on Id. 182
I woUh tw-tt* iijiB.

500,000 New Books

60%-90% off retail

• Radio Dispatched

Today thru October 20

• Service to all major airports
1

Opm Only during Scheduled Dates from

Wheelchair accessible vehicles
GrefH

•Prompt, Courteous Service*
24 Hours a day, 7 days a week • Very flexible, part time positions available

9AH-7PM

Valley

Doily

www.gvbookfair.com/imu

BO O K FA I R

2192GreenVolleyln.,Ml.Crawford,VA 22841 (800)385-0099

$y oo
(No Limit)
For
Students

433-2300

•

433-3111

31 Miller Cr.
22 Terri Dr.
JMU/EMU/S. Main St.
CISAT/Port Rd
Not vato w/any other offer

^Medium One Topping Pizza & a Coke
©Medium Two Topping Pizza
(^Large One Topping Pizza
(JX-Large Cheese Pizza
©Medium Cheese Pizza & Cinnastix
\&10pc. wings & Breadsticks
i Additional Toppmqs only $1)

20
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^

"Close to campus. Close to perfect/*

—^^

*ili9fflraPil^§ii?

Now accepting
reservations for the
2003-2004 schoool year!
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